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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-154002) DATE: 11/27/64

FROM: SA PETER J. LEIGHTON (#4l)

SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT, COMMITTEE FOR SOCIAL PROGRESS
IS - c

b7D
.

I(invH4i)
- NY 100-54555
- NY 100-55621
- NY 100-1004451
- NY 100-
- NY 100-150459
- NY 100-151722
-- NY 100*106873
- NY 100-919H
- NY 100-1463561
- NY 100-1521491
- NY 100-95014
- NY 100-139306J
- NY 100-
- NY 100-150735 (MF7) (41)
- NY 100-l45l63[

—
- NY 100-
- NY 100-136399J
- NY 100-
* NY 100-18403 *—
- NY 100.-0-14QQQ6I
- NY 100-86236
- NY 100-15387
- NY 100-12838^
- NY 100-15208l(CCH)(4l)
- NY 157-r892 (RACIAL SITUATION, NYD)(42)

b6
hi C

MUM

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$ - NY 100-153735 ?CIRM) (42)
1 - NY 100-149176(INTEGRATED WORKERS) (44)
1 - NY 100-l47372(PL) (44)
1 - NY 100-154002(41)

J 6 0-/5 r '-te 7
PJL:bam ,

* Searched Indexed ’

(31)
ia7?^ ^ NOvrST^
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, /ORKT
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NY 100-154002

Identity of Source: l
who has furnished

_

reliable info in past(conceal)

Description of Info:

Date Received:

Rally sponsored by Independent
Committee for Social Progress
at De Witt Reform. Church*
11/12/64

11/19/64

Received By: SA PETER J. LEIGHTON (.written)

Original Location:

A copy of informants written repprf follows:

- 2 -



NY 100-154002

Nov. 13# 1964
New York, New York

On Nov. 12, 1964 there was a rally of the
Independent Committee for Social Progress on the lower East
Side. This rally was held at the De Witt Reform Church
at Columbia and Rivlngton Sts. About 80 people attended
and among those were:

UMBERTO APONTE - Speaker - Bolivar Douglas Reform
Democrats

'

Jo 6

b7C

Y - sneaker

SNA VALENTIN - speaker
r Chairman

CLEVELAND ROBINSON was supposed to speak and It was
announced that he was out of town on union business.

also couldn’t make it.

couldn’t make it untill 11 PM and the
meeting adjourned oerore then.

”r

be
b7C
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NY 100-154002

JESSE GRAY called the Dally News a cheap racist
rag and Screvene a witch hunter."”

“*

GRAY called for a coalition party to be set up
and become a third political party In NY. He said that
even if the white people hated the Negroes and the Negroes
hated the whites they would have to gee together because
they both hated the landlords. He said that the rent strike
had great potential. He said if all the tenants in Harlem
would go on rent strike they could get a civilian Review Board
or if all tenants would"go on rent strike they could force
the government to send troops to Mississippi.

I
|asked if the Integrated Workers Club

of Progressive Labor could come to work in the Independent
Committee without being red baited.

I I said that he agreed with her in
principal but that the Independent Committee was not yet
well enough organized to know just what its policy should
be.

I I said that the PL paper had 1,000 readers
and that many of them would help with the work of the
Independent Committee.

JESSE GRAY said that hoped that they could prove
that Screvene took that $50,000 bribe because all witch
hunters are corrupt.

An appeal for funds for the Committee was made by
the Minister and after the plates were passed the second
time about $50.00 was collected.

- 4 -
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

•# •f
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Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

Date: .11/ 2 8/64

CODE
.

Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

.L.

TO

:

FROM

:

DIRECTOR (100-442529) and SACS ATLANTA
NEW HAVEN

SAC NEW' YORK (100-15 3735)

C±I$?.

RE ATLANTA TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND NY DATED

NOVEMBER TWENTY SEVEN LAST, AND BUREAU TELEPHONE CALL TO

NY AND NY TELEPHONE CALL TO NEW. HAVEN NOVEMBER TWENTY EIGHT

LAST.

REVIEW OF APPROPRIATE. FILES NYO AND CONTACT WITH

ESTABLISHED SOURCES FAILED TO REFLECT ANY INFORMATION

LNU | | FROM STAMFORD ,CONCERNING IDENTITY OF

CONNECTICUT. SOURCES CLOSE TO BAYARD RUSTIN AND

IN NY ALERTED CONCERNING I LNUl NEW

HAVEN TELEPHONICALLY REQUESTED TO ADVISE BUREAU, ATLANTA

AND NY OF ANY PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED*. NYO WILL

DISCREETLY OBSERVE KING’S ARRIVAL AT KENNEDY AIRPORT MONDAY

EVENING NOVEMBER THIRTY LAST IN ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY

bo
b7C
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2-13 EST URGENT 1 1-28-64 JDW

TO' DIRECTOR CHICAGO CINCINNATI AND NEW YORK

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON - ENCODED —5—
.FROM^LANTA 280610

GIRM.

AT ONE THREE EIGHT ONE DASH, S ASTERICK, ADVISED NOVEMBER TWENTYFIVE

LAST THE FOLLOWING ITINERARY FOR MARTIN LUTHER KING
* JR., AND

be
bic

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER TWENTYNINE, LEAVE ATLANTA SIX THIRTYFIVE AM

DELTA FLIGHT EIGHT TWO, ARRIVE CINCINNATI SEVEN- 'FORTYTHREE AM..

LEAVE DAYTON ELEVEN THIRTYFIVE PM., NOVEMBER TWENTYNINE, ARRIVE

CHICAGO ELEVEN FIFTYNINE PM^ UNITED FLIGHT EIGHT FOUR SEVEN.

NOVEMBER THIRTY, LEAVE. CHICAGO FOUR PM AMERICAN AIRLINES -FLIGHT

SEVEN EIGHT ZERO, ARRIVE NEW YORK KENNEDY AIRPORT SIX. JORTYEIGHT PM.

'DECEMBER ONE, LEAVE NEW YORK EIGHT FORTY PM DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT

NINE SEVEN THREE, ARRIVE ATLANTA TEN FORTYEIGHT PM.

IF DISSEMINATED, CLASSIFY TEGRfrT, TAKE NO ACTION WITHOUT ^

BUREAU AUTHORITY..

END

NY JAA FOR 2

FBI NEW YORK

, m J
SEARCHED;—^-2 INDEXED*.

SERIALIZED^ Film—
^NOVfs 1964

FBI •- NEW YORK

•\f »



m2 PM 1! **28-64' URGENT GD§ , W
TO DIRECTOR AND SAC, NEW YORK1

•

.

FROM ‘SACj NEW RAVEN

j eiRM

RE ATLANTA TELETYPE TO. BUREAU AND NEK YORK, NOV-EMBER TWENTY,SEVEN
J * ** * * * H **

lrt

•* ** * Tl

LASTJ BUREAU TELEPHONE. CALL TO NEW YORK, NOVEMBER TWENTYFIGHT INSTANT,

AND NEW YORK TELEPHONE CALL TO NEW HAVEN, NOVEMBER, TWENTYEIGHT I-NSTANT

v

BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR, FOUR TWO FIVE TWO NINE.
' '

* ?
” " ' - * H •

ESTABLISHED SOURCES AND A REVIEW OF APPROPRIATE FILES
i

NEW HAVEN OFFICE FAILED TO REFLECT ANY INFORMATION WHICH IDENTIFIES

ajBJECT OF INQUIRY AT STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT, IN ABOVE CAPTIONED MATTER

.

ANY INFORMATION COMING. ATTENTION. OF NEW HAVEN- irf THIS REGARD
y *

ILL IMMEDIATELY BE- FURNISHED TO BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES.
*“

1
J

V , d# * «,!-.» , * * * ' ** i +< «* * * * y * ^ « *4

FBI WASH DC

POV

FBI NEW YORK
i



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-6-4)

, S !* c*
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM

:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03 - 02-2011

Transmit the following in { ENCODE

Via TKTttVy-pK

Date: 11/29/61;

(Type in plaintext or co'de)

(Priority)

m

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-11.2529)

FROM: SAC, ME1
;/ YORK (100-153735)

GERM.

NY FOUR TWO ONE TWO DASH S ASTERISK ADVISED. NOVEMBER TWENTY-NINTH

THAT I bF NEW YORK POST. CONTACTED BAYARD RUSTIN 'CONCERNING

PRESS CONFERENCE HEED BY PRESIDENT JOHNSON AT LBJ RANCH NOVEMBER TWENTY-

EIGHTH, AS SET FORTH IN NEW YORK TIMES NOVEMBER TTi/ENTY-NINTH, SCXTY-FOUR,

SECTION ONE, PAGE SCXTY-NINE. READ TO RUSTIN PERTINENT PORTIONS

OF PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S ANSWERS TO PRESS AfaWmxJ&dbB?'
extended- BY "r^

BY MARTIN LUTHER KING CONCERNING DIRECTO^/^I^} ^fA^Yl^lirCOMEi/TED

THAT THERE iS A POLITICAL PROBLEM WHICH
i_? 42

QUOTES DOUBLE TALK END QUOTES; .THAT ^Is^&m'Yo“the

FBI WHICH IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FBI TG CONSCIENTIOUSLY INVESTI-

GATE; THAT AT THE POINT WHERE J.. EDGAR HOOVER CALLS MARTIN LUTHER KING

A LIAR, THEN WHAT HE IS SAYING IS THAT HE FEELS NO OBLIGATION TO INVESTIGATE

THE MATERIAL WHICH DOCTOR KING PUTS BEFORE- HIM;- THEREFORE’ QUOTES I AM

STILL OF THE OPINION THAT MR. HOOVER'S USEFULNESS IS FINISHED; BECAUSE IF

A LIAR SENDS YOU MATERIAL, TO SHOULD YOU INVESTIGATE IT? THEREFORE I DO

NOT NOW THINK THAT HE IS IN THE POSITION TO TAKE SERIOUSLY ONE OF THE
Sfiarc.Tip.rL _

yJA.: *^^5*
Serializes S
Indexed /r ,



w*

SOURCES FOR REPORTINGN^BRUTAIITT AGAINST THE NEGRO PEOPLE. I DO NOT FEEL-

THAT PRESIDENT JOHNSON HAS DEALT ^Tif^^^POLITICAL PROBEEMj IT IS NOT A

PROBLEM OF PERSONALITIES—IT IS A PROBLEM M^jjg WHETHER A RESPONSIBLE LEADER

GIVES MATERIAL THIGH IS GOING TO' BE FULL! INSTIGATED, AM) I THINK PRESIDENT

JOHNSON OBSCURES, BY RAISING PERSONALITIES, THE POLITICAL PROBLEM INVOLVED.

T DO NOT SEE HO’T MR. HOOVER IS IN ANY POSITION NON TO INVESTIGATE MATERIAL, BECAUSE

HE FEELS THAT THE PEOPLE T7HO PRESENT IT ARE LIARS $ THEREFORE BEFORE EXAMINATION

HE HAS ALREADY MADE A, JUDGMENT, AND TEES IS A SERIOUS POLITICAL PROBLEM T7HICH

THE PRESIDENT IGNORES END QUOTES. ftflgv ATmfflTT. tn : rju2-. -/Upt-a rfp&



• •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. DEC LAS S

I

F ICAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09~0Z~Z0.il

Bureau 100-442529

New York, Now York
November 30, 1964

Ret Communist Influence In Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

On November 24, 1964, a confidential source, who
has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished
information which reflected that Martin Luther Xing, Jr.

(President of the- Southern Christian Leadership Conference)
(SCLC) was in contact with I Ion that date. King

advised that he was in the process of writing his speeches
which he would deliver in Oslo, Norway (where he will receive

the Nobel Peace Prize in. December, 1964) . He said they
(officials in Norway) have two speeches which are customarily
made by recipients of the prize: the Nobel lecture, 45
minutes in length and given the night following the Nobel
Presentation; and a five minute speech at the time of the

Presentation.. King said he had been working on the forty
five, minute speech but had done nothing on the five minute
speech, therefore, he had in mind asking three people to

put on paper what they felt he should say during the five
minute speech. He said he was pf the opinion that those

remarks would be quoted in. full and in that regard, told
that he wanted him to think v. (his speech) through with

’

"our friend" the kind of thing, that he should say from the

platform. King requested that/speech he sent t$ his house
by Saturday (November 20, 1964),.

|

agreed to comply.

This document contains neither recommendations
nOr conclusions Of the FBI.- It is the -property

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are -not to. be distributed outside
your agency.

SECRET
Group I

Excluded from
downgrading an
declassificati
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Communist Influence In Racial Matters

King told Jones that he would also ask
|

I I and Harry Wachtel to prepare five minute
speeches and from those he would decide the best thing to say.

In continuing their contact. King said he would
leave Atlanta, Georgia, on Sunday (November 29, 1964), to
to go to Cincinnati, Ohio, where he would speak; will go to
Stamford, Connecticut, on Monday (November 30, 1964); return
to Atlanta on that date and remain until ‘Thursday, when he
will go to- Now York.

While in New York, the following affairs T.nn

held in his honor, according to King: a dimer at
I I home on December 3 , 1964* . a luncheon on December

-^
given by Secretary General U. Thant; and a reception that
night given by United Nations Ambassador Adlal Stevenson.

be
b7C

/
the

- 2 -
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
\

to the Gandhi Society for Human Rights,
15? East 4.0th Street, New York, N.«Y.

A confidential som*ce, who has furnished
reliable information in the past; advised oh
February 26. 19F>7. that he identified a photo*

be
b7C

graph of as a person whom he
knew during late 1V£?1 or early 19^4 to be a
member of and in a position of leadership in
the Labor Youth League,

The Labor Youth League has been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 1045>0«

- 3 -
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Communist Influence In Racial Matters

It is to be noted that When King and
I refer to "Our friend", they are

referring to Stanley Levison.

A confidential source, who has furnished

reliable information in the past, advised

in April, 1964, that Stanley Levison was

a secret member of the Communist Party,

Ur1 bed States of America. (CPUSA), in July,

1963 ,. In late 1963 and early 1964. he

criticized the Communist Party (CP; for

nofc’weing sufficiently militant in the

civil rights struggle. Levison was described

by certain CP leaders as being to the left

of the CP in his position on civil rights.

His differences with the CP, however, are

merely tactical and he continues his

ideological adherence to Communism.

/
at

_ 4 -

SECRET



COMMUNIST INFLUENCE .IN RACIAL MATTERS

''Hafr.y Wachtel is the Executive Vice
'

President of' the Gandhi Society for Human
Rights, l£ East lj.Oth Street, New York, N*Y*
He resides at 29 Split Rock Drive, Kings
Point, Long island, !N *Y*

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past* furfeistie

d

information in December, 19i|-9, that Harry
Ho Wachtel, lj.1 Broad Street., New York, N.Y.,
was on a list of individual s carried as.
active members of the National Lawyers Guild*

A characterization of the National Lawyers .

Guild is attached hereto*

On March 5, 19l)4> another confidential
source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, furnished information which
revealed that the name Harry Wachtel was oh
a list of. names, significance not known, which
was maintained at- the Headquarters of the Kings-
County Communist Party at 26 Court St,„ Brooklyn
New York.

Regarding Harry Wachtel l I

it is noted that the same confidential source
furnished information on March 5* 191)4* which
revealed that her name and address were on a
list of names of newly elected officers of the
Bath Beach Club of the Kings County Communist
P&rty,

- 5 -



JLl • APPENDIX

NATIONAL LAWYERS- GUILD

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications," revised and published a# of December 1,
1961 , prepared and released, by the Com*ittee on 'Jn.~

Atnerican Activities, United States Bouse of Represent-
atives, Washington, D.C . , i contains the following
concerning the National Lawyers Guild:-

"National Lawyers Guild
*

t

' M
l. Cited :as a;.* Communis;t front

.

(Special Committee -on Un-American
Activities^ House Report 1311 on the
CIO Political Action Committee..;
March 29, 51944, ,p. 149. ) .

.

"2. Cited as d Communist front which ‘is
the foremost legal bulwark of tbe.
Communist j?arty, .its front organizations,
and controlled unions* and which ‘since
its inception .has never failed to rally .

to the legal defense of the Communist
Party and individual members-,, thereof

,

including known espionage agents;.. ‘

( Committee pn Un-American Activities.^
House Report 31?3- on the. National,

;

• ’ Lawyer^ Gaiid, September 21, 1950 3

originally related September 17, 1950-.

)

"3. ’To defend, the cases of Communist
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised

. making special appeals in behalf of c.ivil
• liberties- and reaching out far beyond’ the
confines of the Communist Party itself.
Among, these organizations are the * * *

.National Lawyers- 'Guild. Mien the
. Communist Party itself is under fire

• these offer a bulwark of protection,’
-(internal Security Subcommittee of the

. Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook
for Americans,. S. Doc. 117, April 23,
1956 J p. 91 .

r



Date: 11/30/64

Transmit the following in

c?K
Via AIRTEL _

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

SUBJECT: CIRM
IS-C

Re New York teletype dated 11/25/64, captioned as

above.

Enclosed are eight copies of a letterhead memorandum,

captioned and dated as above.

The source of the information in tip
memorandum was NY 4099-S*, a source close to

|

annwo whft c.haracterized was

UY 694-S* was the source used to characterize

STANLEY LEVISON.

6 -

2 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1,
**

LV~
JMK:m

Bureau (100-442529) (Ends. 8) (RM)

(i - 100-106670 )
(martin Luther king, jr.)

(1 - 100-407018} q 1.

(1 - 100-392452) (STANLEY LEVISON)

Atlanta (Ends. 2) (Info) (RM)

(1 - 100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

)

(1 -

h6
b7C

100-6670) (CIRM)
New York (100-73250)

J

]E ££ tfwIiiusojTSi
New York (IOO-I36585) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. ) (42)

New York (100-148289) (HARRY WACHTEL)
73 7 35“

New York (100-153735) (42) \

gmd

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED— 30=^
\[X NOV 3 01964
1 MOM VDRK.

Approved: — Sent
SpeciaT Agent m unarge

IM*- XT

r
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NY 100-153735

HARRY WACHTEL was characterized by:

1 .
HJt MV V — ’

]2/l9/5^ at WfO, re:
Anonymous source of WFO, set out in report of

lr> /m /tzh TaTTWV t><»* '

"NLGrj lS-0% -

*

'i
*

NY 1190-S*. be
B7C

because it contains Information Trom m wyy-o- ana «z w3rS*,

NY 4099-S* has furnished information of a highly sensitive

nature about the radial situation in the New York area^

NY 694-S- furnished a concentration of information in

documenting STANLEY LEVISON.- In view of these reasons,

the classification is used.

« 2 -



CoWr Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FpOi (3-21-58) M
|

TO : SAC* 'NEW YORK {100-4013)
FROM f ,SA ARTHUR J* GREENE* JR* (•# 4#,)

SUBJECT? SOCIALIST NORfcSRS PARTY

Watm 11/30/64

Date received'

11/24/64

Received Irom .(name or symbol number) Received by

11/24/04 SA ARTHUR J. GREENE,, JR

Method of delivery '(check appropriate blocks)'

BED in person L. 1 by telephone I I by mail I I orally CUD- recording device lv* I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by .Agent:.

Transcribed* - —

Authenticated
;by Informant --

Brief description .of activity or material,

Miscellaneous info SWP.

:i Date of Report

11/22/64

Date(s) of activity
t

11/20/64

Remarks

File where original is located if not attached

i Ja
1 -NY 100^-108956

1 - NY 100-146275
1 NY 100-151715
1 * NY 100+4013

AJOsm^e

•eiRM.) (42)
rnnrVMV

FREEDOM NOW PARTY) (44)
'44 )

Block Stamp



ny ioo~4oi3

M

Report Written November 22, 1961
,

_l (# r)

November 20, 1904

There Was seen a copy of the minutes of the,

October 9 Political Committee meeting of the SVJP, The
thenie' of'this meeting was the "penetration of the Negro
straggle" via "propagandiStic " means,.

The following notation was seen on a slip of paper;

WORLD TELEGRAM
BA f-3211

(Since had mentioned at one time that a
I I r,,r T

had a friend who worked for a newspaper, this may be he jj

said that the. SWP has given help tin t

and the Freedom Now Party* He said that
l

|
Ctliu. UliC x ruu £ a.x; v«y • xx^ i

'problem is that he is a loner and cannot work with a group of

people," -
„

_
|also said that formerly the gWP’s program was

to send a cadre of "comrades 11 into a union.. Now, the setup is -

to have "comrades" working in other areas besides unions and the
labor movement (i.e. , Negro movement, youth movement).. He said
that "one well-trained "comrade” in the right place at the right
time is worth more than 1,0.00, ’comrades 1'."

He also said he had been a member of two unions;

Maritime union and Longshoremen’s Union,

be
b7C

be
b7C
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12/1/64DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

SAC, NEtt YORK (100-153735)

CIRM

ReBulet to NY, 11/20/64, and NY airtel and
letterhead memorandum dated 11/10/64.

On 11/7/64, HARRY VJACHTEL and BAYARD RUSTIN
engaged in a conversation which according to the source,
NY 4212-5*, concerned in part MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr!s
trip to Oslo, Norway to receive the Nobel Peace Prize.
RU3TIN inquired about going to Oslo, and VJACHTEL suggested
RUsTIII do as he had done. VJACHTEL stated that he told KING
that he has "my resignation in your pocket" as far as going
is concerned, and NAGHTEL further stated he would not feel
bad if KING thought his. (VJACHTEL 1 s) presence might cause KING
Some embarrassment and cause KING to accept the resignation.

The phrase "my resignation in your pocket" suggests
several possibilities regarding HARRY VJACHTEL.

One possibility which would seem worthy of
consideration is. that MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr. might be
concerned over the size of the entourage which he plans
to take with him to Oslo for the presentation of the
Nobel Prize. It could very well be that KING and some of
his advisers feel that he (KING) could conceivably be
vulnerable for criticism if it. became known that such a large
group was accompanying him on a trip which obviously will
require a large amount of money to finance. VJACHTEL,
realizing that a delicate situation might be created by
even the slightest suggestion that 3CLC (an organization
presumably dedicated to civil rights) funds, were being used
to finance an expensive pleasure trip to Europe for a number
of individuals, might have indicated to KING that he would
be willing to tender his resignation, if by so doing it might
help to avoid any embarrassment to KING. This possibility
would 3eem worthy of credence in view of the fact that

2-Bureau (100-442529) (RH)
1-Neu York (100-153735)
JCStrmv.

"

(3)



NY 100-153735

when the resignation phrase was used, WACHTEL and RUSTIN
were discussing the group going to Oslo and those who would
be available to go, and nothing was specifically said about
anything in thfe backgrounds of WACHTEL or RUSTIN which might
prove to be embarrassing to KING,

Another possibility which arises, as the Bureau
suggested in the letter dated 11/20/64, is that HARRY
WACHTEL has a "skeleton in his closet" something (possibly
of a security nature) in. his background which .conceivably
could be embarrassing to KING, if it was made public. It
is to be noted in this regard that HARRY WACHTEL and -KING
have freely communicated with one another and that KING,
on several occasions.., has met with WACHTEL and otherss in
WACHTEL 1 s office with no apparent attempt to conceal KING'S
presence there. It would seem' inconsistent for WACHTEL. at -

this time to bring up a matter relating to his ,(WACHTEL ,:s)
past in view of the close association he has had with. KING
over the past year which has included several meetings in
New York, a meeting in Atlanta, and an appearance before the
Supreme Court, in Washington, in which WACHTEL represented
KING,

In accordance with the instructions contained in
BUlet dated 11/20/64, NYO is reviewing appropriate, files
In an effort to locate Individuals in the Bath Beach Club
Of the CP who might be in a position to furnish information
concerning WACHTEL.

r-2-



UNITED STATES GOJfiRNMENT
MEMdRATOM

TO: SAC, BALTIMORE DATE: 12/1/64

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-97078)

SUBJECT: SWP - NY LOCAL
IS - SWP

1
1

1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

- Baltimore (100- ) (SWP )( Info).(RM)
- Boston ( 100-442) ( SWP) ( Info) (RM)

(1 - 100-23224) f I

- Chicago ( 65-645) ( rwpUTnfnWM)
(1 100- ) l I

- Denver (100-1334) (SWP) ( Info) (RM)
- Detroit (100-2650) (SWP) (Info) (RM)
- Los Angeles ( 100-52^8

j

jSWP) ( Tnfo) (Rm)

be
b7C

- Milwaukee (100-
- Philadelphia ( 100-2036) ( SWP) ( Info) ( RM
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Identity of Source:

Description of Info:

Date Received:

Received By:

Original Location:

A copy of informant’s

i
who has furnished
nfo in past (conceal)

Meeting NY Local, SWP,
11/13/64, 116 university PI.,

11/16/64

SA ARTHUR J. GREENE, JR.
(written)

written report follows:



NY 100-97078

Report Wiitten November 15 * 1964

Closed Membership Branch Meeting
New York Local of the SWP
116 University Place, New York City
November 13# 1964, 8:00 p.m. - 10:15 p.m.

The following were present:

BERTA GREEN

Agenda

Recording Secretary:
| |

X. Reading and adoption of minutes of prior week
meeting
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II. Announcements
b6

A. Froum:

1. 100 persons attended Friday* November 6
Forum at which FARRELL' DOBBS spoke on "Crisis in the Kremlin;

"

44 of those who attended were SWP "Comrades".

by
2 Friday, November 13 Forum will be a talk

on' "Revolution in Seattle "

.

B. Book Bazaar: [

1. It will begin on Saturday, November 14 at
12 noon. Refreshments will be served 'at 6s 00 p'^m. fol 1owed by
an auction at 8:30 p.m. of rare (or other types) Marxist litera-
ture ,

C. Thanksgiving Dinner:

1. She asked for volurteers to watch
children for those "comrades" who could not otherwise attend

—ft*- this point, when not many were
was a little irate, stating thatvolunteering,

u

v..

she "never asked ahyone~to watch ray kid"' and she announced
that she now works "full time for the Party.

"

D. ART PRICE Reception

Job

b7C

^ 1. It will take place on November 21 at
6:00 p.m. at 116 University Place. The younger "comrades" were
urged to attend, especially since ART PRICE would like to
meet them (As a result of diabetes, ART PRICE has had both legs
amputated and he is completely deaf. He also has a bad hand but
he instinctively will reach out to shake hands but members were
told to -Just let him clasp their hands as it would be painful
to him if his hand were shaken).

- 5 «
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E. announced that an
advertisement for ART ERICK »s book, "Labor's Giants", had
been placed in this week's issue of The Nation and the National
Guardian.

Ill . Executive Report

:

A. The following were excused from this meeting:

be
b7C

B. The election campaign will be discussed as
the Educational part of the December- 3 Branch meeting.

0 . spoke about the reception for ART
PRICE, saying that the desire to complete this book is what
kept him alive : This is ART PRICE'S first public gpp.earance in

a long time. He will be in a wheelchair.

D. Pioneer Publications is expanding its
publications and @.11 Inventory must be taken on Sunday ,

November 15 at lit00 a. in. Volunteers were asked to do this
Job. (SWP and YBKvolunteers )

.

E. I Ialso said that he called the Selection
Bureau and was told that if the SWP wants the election
results, it will have to send someone down to the Election
Bureau in one month ' s. time

.

IV. Intermission and payment of dues

A. The following came in at intermission for the
Educational:

- & -r

b6
b7C
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V. Educational

A. CLIFTON DE BERRY gave a report of his national
election tour. He mentioned speaking at Amherst College in
Massachusetts where he addressed an audience of over $00 student*
and received a two-minute standing ovation. He also
mentioned that when he spoke in Boston, also on the speaking
program there was a young Negro man who had been to Cuba this
past summer. CLIFTON DE BERRY also said he spoke ip
pEETadelphia . He said that a YSA Branch has just teen formed
in Philadelphia and the entire group Is comprised of"'3~ student

s

at 'the diversity of Pennsylvania. EE BERRY mentioned that
'

drove" 'him from Philadelphia to Baltimore. It is
MFlSWTnat while in Baltimore he had dinner at- the home of
a prominent (?) Leader of the Negro Community there, at
which were present various Negro hoodlums who were awed by the
fact that DE BERRY was a Presidential candidate, being that
he is a Negro. DE BERRY mentioned names of exclusive colleges
he spoke at, some of which were located out of Chicago. He
spoke at Albion Junior College (which may be located either in
Chicago or Detroit ) . He spoke at the University of Denver and
at Boulder College . He was also in Los Angeles an'd Berkeley,
California. DE B3RRY said he believes that the "quality and
caliber" of the young people that the SWP has attracted during
the 1964 campaign is "higher" and that the 1964, election vote,
though it may be smaller than the i960 vote, has more "meaning
than the i960 vote because these are "conscious votes" and
not "protest votes". DE BERRY mentioned in the question period
following his talk that only one reporter on the entire. tour
mentioned the Life Magazine picture of LEE OSWALD holding a
copy of the Militant and asked him If OSWALD was a member of
the SWP. DE' BEERY also mentioned during his talk that he saw
more Negroes attend meetings where he spoke during this tour
than in his spring tour.' He also said 'that' more N^egroe

s'

participated in' the question periods' 'of his current tour than
in the spring tour. “ ' T'"'

He also mentioned that somewhere along his tour
a Muslim photographer took his picture for Muhammad Speaks.
DE BERRY also made the stated that "people are no longer
fooled by the old shell game of the two capitalist parties".

be
b7
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Addenda to Report
of November 12 Meeting

1. There was some sort of meeting going on at 116
University Place follof‘r* v,n> •p «.an»<wn. miaa 1 a™*

were at this meeting:

2. The following were seen at 116 University
Place that evening, after the Branch meeting:

a. He was seen at the recent
YSA Youth Conference vwegro, may be new YSA member, about 20,
5 ! 8 V, tall, medium build )

*3. 4
apartment on

lwa-M ho Mill hg> wnvlno- anon f-.n p new
and

Tie saxu crriaU

had both shatfed -

I. He will be living there "with another guv 1'.b

\£
a living in the old apartment they

las sublet it.

4
and

Tft was mentioned at the Branch meeting that
are the YSA "uptown organizers *T

«5 .

apartment at

*6 .

pocket with t ae i'

had an eyeglass case in his jacket
following" inscription:

be
B7C

have not moved from their

g & c- Eyeglasses (g & G Opticians, Inc.)

8
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-^4303) 46,
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Cantlrnod ahtej'-et Is T nciu^ed in tVo 'osurity
Xndox of the T&K blD

,
On Il/lo/64| advised tha t tho subject

was present at popular n»mjr>^a or rno Staten Inland Chanter,
no:£ s hold at the ;varlihart FetHori OntEiun’tsr Canter, '-?c'rt Brighton,
3tatan Island^ on %t/tQ/&k had 11/17/64.# In^o^iaiit! ntriod that
fcto subject tooh no active nartiniest* on in tho n^:t*srs*
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124GPM URGENT 12<*)V64 LAC

TO DIRECTOR AND NEW YORK *w-:15*~

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON -ENCODED

prom new Haven oitsoo 2P ...
4 * \

/

CTRM** MARTIN LUTHER KING* .Ml** RACIAL MATTERS#

RE TELEPHONE CALL THIS DATE FROM ASAC BAKER TO INSPECTOR

•SI-ZOO*
'

.

ESTABLISHED SOURCES ADVISED THAT SUBJECT AT PRESS CONFERENCE

STAMFORD* CONNECTICUT* NOVEMBER THIRTY NINETEEN- SIXTY FOUR-STATED HE

WOULD NO LONGER ENGAGE IN CONTROVERSY WITH FBI DIRECTOR HOOVER

AND WOULD SEEK A MEETING WITH HOOVER TO RESOLVE DIFFERENCES*' KING

STATED HE THOUGHT TIME HAD COMEDO "ALL OF US TO GET ON WITH
"

f *

THE LARGER. JOB OF CIVIL. RIGHTS-' AND LAW ENFORCEMENT**.

KING HONORED -AT. PUBLIC MEETING HELD EVENING NOVEMBER THIRTY

NINETEEN SIXTY FOUR STAMFORD.* CONNECTICUT HIGH SCHOOL AT WHICH

NEARLY TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED PEOPLE PRESENT* KING, IN ADDRESS

' CITED RECENT GAINS .MADE
' / od' /S'

3

BY NEGRO SUCH AS INCREASED EARNING POWER:* REGTSTRATI0N

OF OVER TWO MILLION NEGRO VOTERS IN SOUTH* ABATING OF LYNGHINGS IN SOUTH
'

‘

END PAGE. ONE I'

/'
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PAGE two

AND

SURPRISING DEGREE OF COMPLIANCE’ WITH « CIVIL RIOTS LAW*

ESPECIALLY public accomodations law* KING POINTED OUT* HOWEVER

?

NEGROES, STILL DISCRIMINATED AGAINST * STILL FOUR MILLION UNREGISTERED

•NEGROES IN. SOUTH* STILL SALARY DIFFERENTIAL FOR THE WHITE. AND

NEGRO AND STILL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST’ NEGRO IN HOUSING*

. CITIZENS ANTICOMMUNIST COMMITTEE OF CONNECTICUT^ AND
t

ORGANIZATION KNOWN TO BUREAU* AFTER ADVISING STAMFORD POLICE

DEPARTMENT OF INTENTION.,. DISTRIBUTED LEAFLETS IN FRONT OF STAMFORD'

HIGH SCHOOL CHARGING KING WITH ATTENDING' COMMUNIST PARTY TRAINING

SCHOOL# NO INCIDENTS AROSE FROM THIS DISTRIBUTION* KING MET

AT KENNEDY AIRPORT* NEW YORK* BV
|

~| OFFICIAL

'/PITNEY BOWES:* INC*, STAMFORD, AND CHESTER ADDISON, STAMFORD

POLICE COMMISSIONER# ALSO MEETING KING AT AIRPORT WAS BAYARD ,

RUSTING,, NEGRO CIVil RIGHTS LEADeI? AND. ONE At LAST NAME UNKNOWN

DESCRIBED. AS NEGRO PRESS .
AGENT /pROM NEW YORK CITY*

KING';* AFTER PUBLIC .MEETING;,' .STAYED OVERNIGHT- AT RESIDENCE

Ojr l 1 THIRDS STAMFORD*' CONNECTICUT*.

ATLANTA ADVISED BY' MAIL,#

FBI NEW YORK
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F B

Date:

NEW YORK

12-2-64
Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via ,

ENCODED
(Type in-plaintext or code

)

URGENT

(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR AND ATLANTA

FROM NEW- YORK £ P

CI'RM.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. - IS-C.

NY FOUR ZERO NINE TWO DASH S ASTERISK ADVISED ON DEC. ONE SIXTY

FOUR THAtI THE GANDHI SOCIETY FOR

HUMAN RIGHTS, FIFTEEN- EAST FOUR ZERO STREET,- NYC,. IN COMMENTING ON KI

MEETING WITH MR.. HOOVER SAID THAT THERE IS A LIKELYHOOD THAT A SMEAR

CAMPAIGN WILL BE CONDUCTED AGAINST KING ON THE BASIS OF BEING INVOLVE

WITH COMMUNISTS, BUT MORE IMPORTANT THE NEW ELEMENT. OF CONSORTING Wllj

r

IMMORAL WOMEN. Indicated that king- had been advised of this

/DURING HIS TALK WITH MR. HOOVER/. HE FEELS IT WILL NOT- BE TAKEN 1®©-

CHARITABLY BY MANY PEOPLE AND IT WILL HAVE AN IMPACT. HE SAID THAT

HAVING THE NOBEL PEACE PRIZE AND HAVING THREE OR FOUR MISTRESSES DOE£j

GO WELL.

END

& New York (100-153735)
1 - New York (IOO-.136585 )

JFN:ja4^
1 - Supv: #42 . ,

W-'-""
Filed.—

—

/dO '/S 3

NG-S
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Special Agent i^Charge
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC CIO 0-153735) date: 12/2/61*

fr°m
: SA J0HN €# SEA.T0N, #i*'2

subject: (gjRM

Fifty-six (56) Xerox copies of memorandum by SA JOHN €.
SEATON dated 11/20/61* will be required in order to open
sub-files- in the (CIBM Case for the purpose of receiving
quarterly reports which will be submitted by all offices*

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1862 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDA '#

" '

TO: SAC, BOSTON DATE:
DEC 7 1964

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-97078)-

SUBJECT: SWP - NY LOCAL
IS - SWP

Boston ( 100-442) (SWP)( Info) (RM)

(1 - 100- J

(1 - 100- L I

Buffalo (100- )
/ SWPH Info)lRM)

Chicago (100- ) l l (HM)
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S
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*

Identity of Source: who has furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

Description of Info: Meeting NY Local, SWP, 10/29/6
116 University Pl.> NYC

Date Received:

Received By:

Original Location:

11/19/64

SA ARTHUR J. GREENE, JR. (writ.

A copy of informants written .report follows:

— 3 "
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Report, Written November 2, 1964

Closed Membership Branch 'Meeting'

New- York Local of the S.WP

116 University Place# New York City
October-- 29# 1904, .8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p»m-«

The following were .present:

BERTA- GREEN:

Agenda,

Recording .secretary;,-
1

Ii. Reading and adoption- df minutes of October 22

Branch .Meeting

I!. Announcements

A. Literature: I I
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1. There is.

a

pamphlet out fey

I entitled "The Black Ghetto", with, a preface
fey JAMES- SHABAZZ.

B. Forum: None because of the YSA Youth
Conference.

C. Sunday afternoon (November ll hallowe'erey.

party for children at the home of I land |

D. SWP ;will have an .advertisement in the
_New York Time.s_.

E. Announcement of television and radio
broadcasts

1. Friday > October 23 (&l:4o p.m. to
1:00 a.m.), WINS R$$io Murray Bruhe'iU Show - SWP members urged
to telephone the.:vshow and submit questions - JU 2-7262-

2. Rochester - WBDF Radio- Monday, October 26 ,

11:30 p.m, to midnight

‘ 3 . National networks: Sunday, October 25 ,

ABC - TV - "Issues arid Answers

"

4. Thursday, October 29, NBC - "Today"

*5 , Thursday,. October 29, WNDT-TV,
Channel. 13;, "World, at Ten" (CLIFTON DE BERRY speaking) .

6 . Friday, October 23 , WBAI Radio, 9:3P a.m.

7. National network; Sunday, November 1 ,

NBC-TV, Channel 4, 12:00 noon to- 1:00 p.m. - "Direct' Line" -

Confrontation with Kennedy and Keating (It may be noted that
Senator Kennedy did not speak then. RICHARD GARZA was on
this program)

be
blC
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8. Rochester - 1 minute announcements (averaging
to about 4 per day)

p. SWP Election -Raffle:
| |

(The
prize is a subscription to Pioneer puDixc.auxon; ^iiiW cents
per bet on number of votes SWP will get)

III Youth- Report

:

A. He named assignments for Friday evening
session of Conference-

B. 15 >000 election leaflets were distributed
last week, mostly' in Harlem

C. Midwest Conference:

1 . 180 registered and 105 attended

2. spoke and received enthusiastic
support from the audience

*3. JAMES SHABAZZ was in the audience

D, Continuing with his report, .

called for volunteers to distribute more leaflets and
election platforms

E, , There was a successful street meeting at
Columbia University last Monday, October, 26

Note: is in charge of putting
up out-of-town people for the conference. She said they
got about 60 responses to the weekend Conference, that 30
will be coining from Boston and anywhere from 5. to 25 wITT
be coming from Philadelphia.

~

IVi Executive Committee Report:

A. In response to
request at last Thursday’s meeting (October 22) that there be
open Party discussion on the q^est^on of the Khrushchev duster
and China exploding an.,A-bomb, said "it was decided

I

ho
b7C

•bo

b7C

b6
b7C

~ 6 «



NY 100-9707&

A

that Party discussion was not necessary since FARRELL DOBBS,
the National Secretariat", was going to. give a Forum on

this, next Friday, November 6 .

Bi I I asked for volunteers to distribute

—

leaflets, and platforms

C, I I announced that CLIFTON DE BERRY was to
speak on T,V. at 10:00 p.m.that evening on Channel 13* and
that the BMP had obtained a T.V. set so everyone there at

the meeting Could see and hear him.

Note: The following were excused from the meeting:

•jerking
however he came in at the Educational
Y"on assignment at Columbia

) University"
although he attended the meeting, he
left early because, he had to make TV
arrangements

|

babysitting

Note; announced that
from Detroit, would arrive on Saturday, October hi, au iu;43 a.

at Newark Airport (It may he noted here that' I

j ri net armea.r at the Conference, the reason given that
was campaigning in Detroit that weekend)

Note; The Sunday, November 1, 11 :00 a.m. section of
Cohference‘”wITl take place at~lTb Univ'ersit^TTl ac

e

*Note: It was announced thaC kill leave

New York City on Friday., October 31 at 5*30 a.m. for Dunkirk,

New York ("It is believed this is for a radio or TV appearance)

be
b7C

b6
b7C

*N0te: It was announced that there weye many letter
responses,“directed to 116 University Place, to|

spot announcements in Rochester and that many Negroes were

writing to 116 University Place.

- 7 -
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NY 100-97078

V. Intermission and parent of dues

A. The following came in at intermission for the

Educational

:

1 .

2 .

VI.

Groups
A.

Stand oh the Eieecion

"

spoke, on "Where the Other Radical

1.. He mentioned that, the National Guardian has

lost many of its. ’'wealthy Stalinist supporters Because it

will not support Lyndon B. Johnson".

2 . He said with reference to the Communist

Party, Progressive Labor and the Marcyites - none are in

favor of "independent political action".

*No,te: mentioned that YPSL (the

expelled youtFTleague of the Socialist Party) wrote a letter

recently stating why they would not support the SWP: Because

the SWP expelled the Spartacists and because they (YPSL )_

consid6;p the SWP to bV End. frTiat ifr will
' DO so

*
* YPSL considers the. SWP to be "reformist" because

it supports MALCOLM X and Black Nationalism..-)

.

•Note,: It was mentioned that the Spartacists

and Progressive Labor want to see the SWP defeated.

Note:
|

Imentioned Progressive Labor’s

rally in a~derisivS manner Because PL formed an "ad hoc

committee" against fascism.

B I I
gave $ summary of the National

Guardian’s rally on the left ("The presidential Elections ...

and Beyond") held at the Henry Hudson Hotel on Wednesday

evening, October 28.

Jo 6

b7C

bo
b7C
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NY 100-97078

1 .

Other* speakers were:
represented the. SWP.

surname)

b6
b7C

said ah'Out 500 attended, mostly

middle-aged "Stalinist and Guardian types".

3.
would support the Slip or 1,1independent political action' .

Note: It was mentioned to support "CLIFTON DE

BERRY and the Freedom Now Party".

said that' none of the above speakers

Note: It was mentioned that the Daily Nevfs has come

out for neither Johnson nor Goldwater.

Note: There is an excerpt from the October 29 issue

of the New York Post on De Berry on- the bulletinpoard m the

Forum Hall.

VII . Ad;journment

A. The meeting adjourned promptly at 10:00 p.m. in

order to tune in on CLIFTON. DE BERRY'S television talk,

1. DE BERRY made the following statements:

a, "The capitalist system thrives, on War ^and

produces racism and has done nothing' about unemployment.

b, "Neither the Democratic nor Republican

parties has dealt with the real Issues in this campaign -

both just practice mudslinging"

,

- 9 -
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NY. 100-97078

2. He mentioned, that people who want to
receive election material should write to ll6 University
Place.

Addenda

1.*
_

—

r

staying at the home of I

_ TV 1 _ /N -Othe Youth Conference.

from Boston, will be

I
the weekend of

*2 .

he was being

*3-.

interviewed
was excused from the meeting because
*by the New York- Times.

severeid, new's commentators.

b6
b7C

said that WALTER KR'ONKITE and ERIC
Jstated that the SWP "are the only

revolutionists and is the^ only Party that is a threat to the

Democratic and Republican parties.

*4,. Note: Addendum to Thursday, October 22 Branch
Meeting report: ~Tt was mentioned, it is believed by PETER
CAMEJO, that the YSA is not allowed to use. the meeting
rooms at Columbia University and City College (for election
campaign meetings)

5.
begins with E and hers -I

at First National City Ba

,

(under his real first name;

havb a Joint checking account
Avenue and 57th Street Branch.

6.
Opticians, Inc*,,

bar! an -aas case from F&C

*******

The following names will be indexed to captioned file

FNU
FNI
FNt

be
b7C

10
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' FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64).

j

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

PLAIN TEXT
Date: 12/3/64

/Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735) (#42)

CIRM.

NY FOUR TWO ONE TWO DASH S ASTERISK ADVOSSED ON TWELVE

THREE, SIXTY FOUR, BAYARD RUSTIN IN CONTACT WITH|

(AN ASSOCIATE) DURING WHICH .TIME THEY DISCUSSED A PRESS CONFERENC!

OF MARTIN LUTHER KING SCHEDULED FOR -TWELVE FOUR, SIXTY FOUR.

RUSTIN INSTRUCTED fHAT WITH REGARD TQ A LIST OF THINGS

THAT SHOULD BE DONE CONCERNING THE PRESS CONFERENCE, HE SHOULD

SAY THAT KING WILL NOT BE DRAWN INTO ANYTHING WITH REGARD TO

J. EDGAR HOOVER..

WITH A

THE SAME SOURCE ADVISED THAT RUSTIN WAS IN CONTACT

IN: LONDON, ENGLAND, ON THAT DATE.

RUSTIN ADVISED THAT KING WOULD ARRIVE LONDON NINE THIRTY FIVE

A.M., TWELVE FIVE, SIXTY FOUR. REQUESTED RUSTlN TO ASK

King to include in his prepared statement that he will deliver

UPON HIS ARRIVAL IN ENGLAND WORDS TO THE EFFECT THAT HE WAS

1 - Atlanta (100-6670>4m°RM^ ^
New York

, l ln .nrtf”

(3)

Approved:

INDEXED_

’,#1 - Sup, #42 n Pfi

Special Agent in Chare



F B I

FD-36-CRev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

NY 100-153735
PAGE TWO

LINKING "OUR" PEACE ISSUE AND THE RACE ISSUE WITH THE SOUTH

. AFRICAN WORK AND HIS AMERICAN WORK. RUSTIN SAID, MI AM PUTTING

IN HIS STATEMENT THE THREE GREAT PROBLEMS : THE STRUGGLE FOR

PEACE, THE STRUGGLE FOR HUMAN DIGNITY FOR THE NEGRO, AND THE

WAR ON POVERTY, AND HERE HE WILL LINK OUR SOUTH AND YOUR SOUTH

Africa/ in regard to the number of people who will be accompanying

KING, RUSTIN. SAID THERE WOULD BE FORTY ONE.

AIR MAIL COPY TO ATLANTA.

Approved: .M Per
Special Agent in Charge*
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In Reply» Please Refer to

File No,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland
December 3, 1964

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12-01-2011

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NATIONAL MEETINGS
NOVEMBER 19 THROUGH 21, 1964

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on December 2, 1964, that
on November 27* 1964, a Communist Party (CP) meeting, was held
in; Baltimore, Maryland.

The source stated that at the above meeting GEORGE
MEYERS, who is known to the source as a member of the CP
National Executive Committee as well as Chairman of the CP
•District which includes Maryland, Washington, D. C., Virginia,
and North Carolina, told CP members present that he had been in
attendance at CP National meetings held on November 13 through 21,
1964.

MEYERS stated that at the National meeting, the
leadership expressed their satisfaction with the fact that
Senator GOLDWATER had been defeated in the recent National
elections.

MEYERS further stated that although the CP had
supported President JOHNSON, because of his civil rights- stand,
they still had to consider him a possible danger to world peace
because of his continued support of Southern Viet Nam. MEYERS
stated that the Viet Nam situation was more dangerous than the
Cuban situation.

MEYERS told CP members present that the CP would
come out with a statement of policy the following week on the
CP’s attitude toward President JOHNSON and the world situation
arid that it would be presented to the public in leaflet form.

MEYERS stated that the CP felt that the Negro
people in the U. S. were on the move and that the CP must
continue to keep up its fight for Negro and white unity.

MEYERS in answer to a question about the removal of
former Premier KHRUSHCHEV of the USSR made the statement that the
CP National leadership had^xpfesiged concern about KHRUSHCHEV’

s

Se^v

GROUP 1

jExcluded from automatic
downgrading and
[[declassification

3 7 307*'



Re: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NATIONAL MEETINGS
NOVEMBERS 18 THROUGH 21, 1964

removal from power but finally decided that it was proper
since KHRUSHCHEV had committed a number of errors. MEIERS
then pointed out that KHRUSHCHEV had not allowed criticism
or. discussion of his actions and that the split with Red
China had become a personal matter with KHRUSHCHEV. MEYERS
then stated that since KHRUSHCHEV'S removal, the USSR has
.had better relations with Red China.

MEYERS commented that KHRUSHCHEV'S son had abused
his position and had travelled widely 'at public expense without
rendering any accounting of his travels.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.



DATE: December 3 , 1964

To; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

From: SAC, BALTIMORE (100-12464)

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION
IS - C
CINAL

Reference Bureau airtel to Baltimore dated November 6,
1964 > which concerned Communist Party, USA, National Board
meetings which were to be held in New York City during the period
November/ 8 through 21, 1964.

Enclosed with this airtel for the Bureau are eight
copies of a letterhead memorandum captioned ’’Communist Party,
USA, National Meetings, November 18 through 21, 1964." Copies
of the letterhead memorandum are also being furnished to New York.
Four copies of the letterhead memorandum are being retained
by Baltimore.

The source is

The letterhead memorandum is being classified
’^Diifldanliurl" because data reported by
reasonably result in the identification

could
of a confidential

informant of great value and compromise his future effectiveness.

5 - Bureau (Enclosures 8) (REGISTERED MAIL)
(1 - 100-422089 - CINAL)
(1 - 100-442529 - CIRM)
New York (Enclosures 3) (REGISTERED MAIL)
(2v- 10.0-30641)
(l> 100-153735 - CIRM )

,

4 - Baltimore (1 -f

I

1 - 100-12075 i GEORGE MEYERS)
1 - IOO-I98765 CINAL)

b7D
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

'DATE 12 - 01-2011
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Date received, or symbol number) Received by

Method* of, delivery (check appropriate blocks).

. lim in- person I I by telephone, 1

I hby -mail CZ3' orally -d] recording device written by -Informant

JDdte of Report

Date(s) of activity 1

Brief description of activity or material
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m 135**8*9

M1LC3JUN X 11*24-64 Kennedy Airport
!*etusn i'rcm Aide* Press Conference

V,« arrived At Knanody Airport About 5; 50 The
plena was duett 6:0Q. Itid&CUra plane was 55 airntm late. JESSIE
G9AT of CocMurUty Council on Housing, of 117th street welcomed
M1LCJLH X. JAMES SHAlAZl J I MMCOtij land hU thro*
girls were at thA airport. liters were About twenty fellows from *

MALCOLM*» Groua carrying Alsus reading weleone back Brother
HAlCiMM, I

|also has at Airport as veil as JETER BAHEY,
Editor of their newsletter* Shore were About 35 of MALCOLM*s
groip mt hist.

The press ess them - T.V., Radio end Newspaper. On
his trip he said he set with Free, MASSE*. A better understanding of
our problsa in the united States * of 22 Billion Negroes - it will
be solved faster with the aid of our African brothers. MkbCQUf
stated that L.B.J. is the bUwe for trouble that is going on in
the Congo*



Cover Sheet* for Informant Report or Mater

FQ-3G6 (3-21-58)

Date received
|
Received from (name' or symbol number) .[.^Received by

11/30/64
Method of delivery (check .appropriate- ^blocks)

Spin- person I I by .telephone > 1 I-by -mail L I orally I j recording device I .written by Informant

If orally 'furnished and reduced to. writing' b.y* Agent:,.

Transcribed * - - - 5

Authenticated
by Informant : A

’Brief description of activity or mdteriai

Date of Report

11/26/64
Date(s)> o inactivity

11/26/64

CORE demonstration to be held Bor

Authority Bids... ,41st Sts & 8th Ave File where -original is located if not attached

Remarks:

In£onaant ?:s written r
eorraotions in .spelling -and p&io

report is set out pith

i - ail 143)
£/- m 100-153735 (GIRM) (42)

1-m 100-79303 <CORE>{42>

Block Stamp
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NY 100-79303

}

Demonstration 11-26^64
4ist St. and 8th Ave

.

^railways Bus Go,
Port Authority Building

COKE Northeastern Regional Office, AS West 125
Street, New York City, plan a picket line and demonstration on
Thanksgiving Day, 11-26-64, 11:00 AM to continue to discourage
people to ride Trailways Bus.. Negro and Puerto Rican CORE
leaders say they would like to See. Negro and Puerto Rican$f
bus drivers and Negro hostesses. I 1 is one of the
Negro leaders in the CORE Northeastern Regional Office. Also
out of the same office is

|

~~|
who at one time set

up a program to make a citizens arrest on the Myor of New York
City, Mayor ROBERT WAGNER.

be
b7C
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~~
t hy telephone I I by. mall I"' Morally I I recording device Up _!l written 'by .Informant

If' orally durnished* and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date(s) of activity

Transcribed* - -
:

Authenticated'
by Informant* * - v : u : :

Brief description of activity or material

11/25/64

File* where original is* located if not attached

Remarks;

Informant
corrections in spal

written deport is set out tJfith

ig and: punctuation:

]L «n m 100-15S735
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m 100-79303

t

Demonstration 11-25-64
41st St * and 8th Ave,

Tra&waya Bus go.
Port Authority Building

We arrived about 3:45 P.M. There were about 35
demonstrators of signs in front of the building •** IJegro and
whits demonstrators ail from CORE. There were people from
the press., CBS-TV, 3 newspaper reporters, 2 photographers.
Thera were about 30 New Sorb City police* There were lots of
gimmicks used by GORE members such as asking for little tours
that are not in their log boo!;. Bach CORE member would get in
each ticket booth add ask long questions. Also in the Trailways
Baggage Room near 9th Avenue, there were about 6 CORE members

,

at the Baggage Room - 3 inside the room - 3 outside;the 3
inside pretended they couldn’t find their bags which they
did not have., delaying people in line waiting. The demonstra-
tion started about 6:00 - ended about 10: 00. She next
demonstration is scheduled for liov. 26, 11:00 A 41* There
were no arrests .

'm ^ <m.



12/3/64

AIRTKL

TO : DIRXCT0R, SHI <100-442529)

IROM : SAC, NXV HAYXN <100-18290) (P)

SUBJXCT: CIRX

B« Xn York teletype to Bureau and Nev Haven, 12/2/64.

Attention of Bureau and new yo
n/Ai. »hi«h indinated that [

and Xev York directed to Wee Haven teletype.

Stanford, Conn.

,

Police Commissioner,

an executive
and CHXSTSR ADDISON,
vere the indivldualeHt: conn.

deaigaated to meet MARTIN Utmost KINO at Kennedy Airport on
the evening of 11/30/64

Records of the Dept, of Motor Vehicles, Hartford, Conn., reflect
that Conn, registration 461660 is registered to Pitaey-Bovee, Inc.
Yalout and Pacific Streets, Stanford, Conn,, for a 1962 Cadillac
automobile.

In vies of above infernalion, no additional investigation is
lelag conducted to identify indivlduale who accompanied MARTIN
lAttVKR KING to Conn.

for additional information of Bureau and Atlanta, MARTIN UUTBBR
KING, on the occasion of his visit to Stamford on 11/30/64,

3- Bureau
>'”>^Hew York <100-183735)

Atlanta (100-6670)
2- Nev Haven
VBM/acg
(9)
RBOI3TKRKD MAIL

/ 00 / % ^ Jo



r

*
•tr

m 100-18290

denied a report printed in the ’’New Orleans Times Picayune"
that the liAACP and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SGLC) -were planning to leave COFE* KT8& stated
that "We (SCLC) are as committed as we' have ever been" to
CQFE, "and plan to support COFE even more than in the past"*

Dr* KINO characterized COPE as "one of the most creative
instruments in the civil rights movement"*

2*
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DIRECTOR, FBI (ioo-442529 12/4/64

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

CiRI*I

IS-G

~ H<3 Bulet dated 11/16/64, and W AIrtel shd Iffil dated
10/10/64* Bulet Instructed I|YO review its files and
established sources and attempt to identify (PH)>
x?ho ms mentioned in NY LHti«

1 1

,

A review of NY0 files ^reflect that one
|

~

|

lie the subject of a Security Matter-C
.invesT/iizafion, Bufile 100-4037375 NY file 100-82890

.

„ I iS listed in the Security frufoy r>f nine,

IS a self-employed
| , , l, NYC

,

and i$ a resident of
] |

New Rochelli, NY*.

The files: reflect that I ~l anp.OTvH'nr. f-.n

Information from m 694-s on 12/9/59, was
I Ifoff the Democratic Fund Raising Dinner held at the
Hotel Pierre in NYC, oh 12/7/59. The dinner was given in
honor of Mrs ROOSEVELT*

In summary report of SA I I

»f.
NY,8/lO/53« NY 6<34<*g* resorted that
was a | \ and oomumst, mc> in
the past had been in contact with top level Communist
Party members';;

In report of SAl at NY, 6/25/56.
NY 694-s* was reported as having said, that

|

contributed hundreds of dollars to the CP every month,
as well as* acted in the role of advisor to the CP.

There does not appear in the T3VYY files. any
information indicating that! K
is known to MARTIN LUTHER KING, mhe ravn T,ri

n

aieni- f-r» information . indicating that - _ n /f
is in contact with KING. .#0 , —

T

2/Bweau(RM)
C2:-New York

( 1-82890 )

JMKtmtkw,:

>* i

S6R'AV'
zi

^r^A



F B I

0-9 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Date: 12/4/64

Transmit the following in

Airtel

(Type in plain text- or code)

(Priority or Method

SACs, New York
Atlanta (PERSONAL. ATTENTION)

From: Director, FBI’

GROUP SEEKING TO HAVE MARTIN LUTHER KING, JRV,
INTERCEDE WITH PRESIDENT JOHNSON ON.
VIET NAM. SITUATION .....

MISCELLANEOUS. - INFORMATION CONCERNING

ReATairtel, copies to New York, 12/2/64 "CIRM;
MARTIN LUTHER. KING j JR;, SM - C" which enclosed a letterhead
memorandum (t,HmV of same date reporting on a contact 11/30/64 b
between and one b

It . was reported that I I and several other
individuals (names only indicated and some then only phonetically)
are attempting to have Martin Luther King, Jr*, intercede with
President Johnson on the Viet Nam situation; Neither the
individuals nor the group they represent is further identified;

New York should immediately attempt to identify the
individuals involved and any group with which they may be
connected; By return airtel, furnish fullest information
available and any that may be disseminated should be included
in a LHM; Identifying data would be helpful for the purpose of
checking Bureau indices on the individuals; If there is a
specific group or organization involved, future correspondence
should be appropriately captioned relative to such organization
with reference, of course, being made to instant airtel;

Both Atlanta and New York should be extremely alert
to any additional information obtained in this matter so that
the Bureau may be promptly advised in order to fulfill its
dissemination responsibilities

,

Atlanta take note of instant caption and refer to BU-let

12/1/64 relative to appropriately captioning communications.^
xs n< sea as a "carcn-aj

correspondence. is. appropriately captioned in
substantive content

. /0d‘-/ 3s" y/t?’

'

SERIALI2EK^^
V ,y . ,

" Cl£C 1 1964
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Date: 1

Transmit the following in
ENCODE
(Type in plaintext or cod'e)

TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI >

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100^

GROUP SEEKING TO HAVE MARTIN LUTflER KING, JR

INTERCEDE WITH PRESIDENT jjdKNSON, IS - MISC..

RE ATLANTA^ATRTEL TO BUREAU, TWELVE TWO SIXTY

FOUR, CAPTIONE^TOTE CIRMj MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.,

SM DASH C pd^OTE

INDICES OF NYO CONTAIN NO INFO IDENTIFIABLE

WITHl | (PHONETIC),
|

I (PHONETIC) AND

|

New York

:vmc , a

<a)iIf*
1 - Supervisor (#42)

SEARCHED..

serialized
—INDEXED^ J
-.FILED- M-

?l — NEW Ynpi<-

pecial Agere' in Sharge



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1862 ED1TIQN
GS^GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STAl'ES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, New York (100-153735)

from : Director, FBI (100-442529)

date: 12/4/64

subject: CIRM

ReBulet to. Atlanta mnifis. to New York, 112/64
which noted that one not further identified,
may be a member of a group or advisors to Martin Luther King, Jr.;

ReATtel 11/24/64 concerning CIRM and King which reported
some derogatory statements concerning, me by one I I

identity unknown; New York was telephonically xnsTruuteu. tjo
*

attempt to identify] I

RSNYtel to Bureau and Af.iant.n n/gR/fi4 wirinh reported
background information concerning a I

|
indicating

he is possibly identical to the | |
of earlier, communications;

New York noted, however, that there is not sufficient information
to positively establish an identification and that New York
would be alert for any information which would definitely
establish

| ]
identify;

Recipient offices should be particularly alert to
any information which would positively establish the identity
of the

|

|who was critical of me and who may be a member
t

of King.* s advisory group-

; New York is instructed to take
the. necessary steps on the occasion of any fn-Envo meetings
of the advisory group to possibly establish I [identity
by fisurs of the meetings and/or of

The Bureau should - be kept promptly advised of all
developments in this matter;

2 - Atlanta (100-6670)

SEARCHES g

f[

SERIALIZED _
\<k DEC i

.dKEXE



12/4/64

^ l

SAC, NEW YORK

SA (46)

COMINFIL, STATEN ISLAND CHAPTER, CORE
IS-C

Identity of Source
| |

Description of info CORE meeting, S.I.,
N.Y.

Date Received 11/16/64

Original Located

A copy of informant's report follows:

1. - Now
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - Nov;

1 - New
1 - New

sates New
rS^ New
<ssss$ - New

VJS:poc
(u)

Yorlq
York lDU^
York 100-
York 100-
York 100
York 100
York 100
York .100
York 157
York 100
Y' rk 100

54303
141162
111573
152309
149714
152458
49636
1175
153735
153249

F^T
(46)

](46)
4f?i

|46

(46)
.MISSISSIPPI PROJECT) (43)
OIRM) (42)
^l)

i

/ 6 i -/T3 ? 3 S“
~

SERIALIZED-^^PEEED

.

DEC . 47 1964
TORN

be
b7C
b7D

bo
b7C
b7D



On Tuesday evening, November 10, 1964, a regular
meeting of the Staten Island Chapter, CORE, was held at the
Markham Houses Community Center, West Brighton, Staten Island,

Among nr»Agonf. wow f 3

It was mentioned that| |had been one
of the pickets arrested on the previous Saturday at the
Trailways Bus demonstration at the Port Authority building.
The Staten Island Chapter of CORE agreed to donate $50.00
toward the legal defense expenses which would- be Incurred
by those arrested.

It seems that some of the demonstrators who
went to the demonstration planned on being arrested, while
others (id not. " ' . ..

]had not planned on the arrest,

There was a discussion about the automobile which
the Chapter had donated to be sent to Mississippi for use
by the Council of Federated Organizations (COFO). A letter
was read to the members from the man belonging to COFO who
had driven the vehicle to Mississippi. He had sent the
letter to I I because he had stayed overnight
with thd

,
family before leaving for Mississippi.

|naa purchased the temporary license plates
and insurance for the car so that it could be driven to
Mississippi. The plates were to be sent back tof I

once the car arrived in Mississippi. The letter told how
there was a great deal of mechanical trouble with the car
on the trip south.

b6
hi C

he
b7C

-2-
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Transmit the following in -

AXBTJSL*Via

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)
(100-432067)

SAC, CHICAGO (100-41324)
(100-36644)

CF, USA - NEGRO QUESTION,
COMMONEST INFLUENCE' IN. RACIAL

CINAL

IS - C
LABOR COUNCIL

OF NEGRO

fo^ New York 4 copies
herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies •

'* and for.WFO 2 copies each of a LEM,

sources utilized in enclosed t.wm

- 70
SSEflRCh^j.

j
,

/
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12 - 01-2011

SAC, NEW YORK eef*f'-mm— 12/4/64

£a
I

(46)

COMIWFIL, STATEN ISLAND CHAPTER. CORE
IS-C

Identity of Source

Description of info

Date Received

Original Located.

CORE Youth meeting, S.I.,
H.Y.

11/16/64

;
Please index name_a£l

100-109635. Index name of|
100-54303.

'

]on copy to
on copy to

A copy of informant* s report follows: )

C
1

NGv: York 1 . 1

New York 100-151024
|

New Y rk 100-141162
|

New York 100-54303
j

Nev? York 100-109585
(

New York 100-111573 <

Ne\.’ York 100-153735
New York 100-153249

j

CIRM) (42)7,
!
4l

> Mb, r, a

SERIALIZED^.
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'FBI - NEW YORK

'
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On rPu<*sriav pvpnlnff a meeting
iRE, was

b7D

the Markham Houses Community Center, Staten'Tsland,
The meeting started at about 7s 00 p.m.. and preceded

the regular •'adult CORE meeting.
^

There was not a very large turnout, since there
was competition from two dances hold -hho Ehose
who were able to attend included

|

I \ and two other teen-agers

.

1 | was not
there.

| acted as ” advisor" to the group and
|
was present^-?

Those present discussed the areas of activity they
would be able to cover and gave their ideas as to what they
hoped to get out of the organization. .Recruiting ideas was
discussed and it was believed that between 20 to 40 prospects,
who would be earnestly interested in such an organization,
could be received into the group^g^

There appeared to be an undermir-pew-h of dislike
1 -I.i. >y> of'

-b 6

b7C

hctuoanf

UP speak Ub quite a bit for her Haughty

r of
was noted

f
,

.was discussing ''weirdos", meaning the type of
young people who join an organization with no apparent
purpose in mind. She said that CORE doesn*t need someone
who will join the Birch Society one minute and then the
Communist Party^^

I discussed the philosophical aspects of such
a group, mentioning that recruiting was work and it was
difficult. He warned, them not to expect too much progress
at first. He impressed upon them tlst quality and not
quantity was important.

The meeting, ended at about 8:30 p.m. <K ,
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12/4/64

AIRTBL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

FROM) 3AC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

SUBJECT; CIRH

Re Bureau latter to Little Rock. 13/16/64} ,

Little Rock airtel to Bureau, 11/16/64$ report of sa
I
dated 10/29/64, at Little Rock.

1

1
Review of files of NYO revealed]

lie subject of Bureau file 100-41851J ana m me

—

100-122456. The following Information was taken from that
file.

bo
b7C

Bff means of a pretext interview conducted by
3A THOMAS J. CROKR under the guise of a patient seeking
to make an appointment . It, was ascertained on 9/‘^0/64.
that resides at

[

Hex iQHf uicv. ana [with an office at
New York City.

Mrs.

tha

at that tliav

May Ynrtc. txAvi

and
,SA JOHN V. GRIFFIN on

ve two eons,
|

jWlwho were 14 and 12, respecti

m/55,

tsvely.

b6
b7C

3 - Bureau (100-442529) (RM)

2^ Little Rock (100-3564) (RM)

Sty Hew York (100-153735) (42)

\^JCS*g»d l
\j (7 ) :

1 v

cn

Searchei

geriali*®^

Indexed-
Filed
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12 - 01-2011 «

UNITED STATES GQYpNMBfT

M E M.1.QRA N- D U :M

TO : DIRECTOR, .FBI (100-3-69)

: SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
• IS - G •

(00: NT)

tijai m aTE«sio«

FCIM, 11A-^-z£r -

DAVE OF REVIEW FOR
.

,

y
DECLASSIFICATiWP 7 -4/

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY HANDLING
f.CfN: ^SPORTING OF INFOMATION SET FORTH HEREIN IN ORDER TO PROTECT
/THE IDENTITY OF THIS MgHLY PLACED SOURCE. SINCE THE INFOR^lTION
*BY v ITS VERY NATURE' TENDS TO IDENTIFY THIS SOURCE, IT SHOULD BE
r;S.O#LETELf PARAPHRASED IF fpUND NECESSARY TO BE. SET FORTH: IN' ANY
^REPORT ' FOR DiSSEMINATION,

;

• /
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of an

informant's statement dated November 22, 23, and 24, 1964, con-
taining information orally furnished on November 22, 23, and 24,
1964, by CG 5824-S^, who has furnished reliable, information in
tb.e pa,st, .to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE, and RICHARD W.

.
HANSEN',, This '

.

information was reduced tb writing on November 30 - December .3

1964, and>vthe original report is maintained in Chicago file A) 134-
46-8976.

4-Bui|jeau (Enc . . 4) (RM)
(T 100- (CiRM)
(i - lodr- xmmi.

B-Baltimore (RM)
(1 - 166-12076 (GEORGE MEYERS)

IPO-
2-Cleveland (RM)
v.(3T-' -66-721 - (ANTHONY KRCHMAREK)
(1 *. 1001 (GP^ Ohio District

-

Nwia:4©w:
(see page ii £©r additional dissemination)

/60^/6 6? 6S' *P
y*

\.UJiUKV3J2i isajQXjya.0^ / — -
(GP, Maryland District - Organization) / >•v vrrrr7^-^^^s

~\
•<C‘i

SEARCHED

ny
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/^qG ipp-33741

Copies :: ;(Con r t .

)

5t-Detroit (EM)
(X - 100*8482
(1 - X00-t13420
(X - X00W2050

ioO-
,

.

<4 « iqo-
3-Lps AjQgeles (EM)

(X t XpO-4436
(X - X00-26044
(X -r- .XQO-:

30-New York (EM)

DENNIS)
WINTER)

'Michigan .District

(Comihfil *' NALC)

> Organization)

(D0ROTHY HEALEY)
(CP, Southern California District
(CP, Southern California District
Activities)

(JAMES ALLEN)

Organizat ion)
Political

(1 r 1O0-8Q532
(1 - 100-

(WBRRKBT flPT^EKER)

H r 400-56
(4 100-13433
(X * 400^84994
(X 100-16785
(X - 100^16021
(1 - 100-105078

(MICHAEL DAVIDOW)
(BITTY GANNETT)
(GUS HALL)

, ' * *

(ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(HYMAN ' LUMEB)

.(-l,* 40Ot 1 D
*

be

(X T 400^13444
(1 r 100-48033
(1 ^ 109-128255 [

(JOE NORTH)
(IRVING POTASH)

b7C

(H XOO-,18065 (jAck

-

stAghel)
(4 ?*: 400-

(4 100-27452
XI > 100-269

1 \

\m®mT THOMPSON)
(HENRY -WINSTON) -

(X * 1Q0-
(X 100-

. ,

(X - X00-89691
(4 rr 10Q-872I1
(1 - 100-86624
(1 - 100-80641
(1 - XQ0-79717
(1 - X00«f81675

RWRiMDW

r^am- wnwm\

(CP,
;<cp,.

(GP,

s .

BSA
USA
HSA
HSA-
HBA

Domestic- Administration Issues)
Factionalism)
International Relations)
Organization)
Political Activities)
Pamphlets Publications)

(seepage iii for additional dissemination)

- ii -
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9-Chicago
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(I -61-867
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USA
USA

Strategy in Industry)
Youth Matters)

(Progressive Labor Movement)
(T!H BASSETT)'

"MICKEY" LIMA) •

northern California District Organizat ion)

(GIL GREEN)
(JACK 'ELING)

(GPj Illinois District - Organization)
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was decisive. Th© national ticket of and HTOaPHEEY cam-
paigned on this issue. SCiMMATlE's campaign mss tied to the
slogan "Biots in tfes Streets." the eeoaosi© issues*—the ©
yeas’® of growth to the mattonal ©eomoEay was a factor but the
administration emphasised it© c&ssp&ign against poverty » fos?

Social Security , ute. Insofar as the question of whether there
was a danger of ©wing to th© right s w® saw that JOMSOM
did not ©ompet® with QSBLS13AWSL on who i© caero to th© right. If

the people 8 © i^ovesemt had not organised th© forces of labor and
th© Segro pmpi®- and th® entire- left » there would have been no
gu&ramt©® that S&1MBW wsM not tovo eovedi® th© right. JK.

its biggest roi© sine© %sm ©arapaa-gm sor
toimrdtoe ©nr Party and its poll© toss wo wore never so united

of mssbere actto® to Zh
standing of th© issues p

our t3@ab©rs had better under-
th© line and brought it to .

Vfcsnai^&&ea£ri£stii o vj

In eontrasto w© ©an say that th© role
i© '"'Hattonal Susrdiaa” was on© of incom-
th<3 ‘So©toli©t Party was on© of division o

all' fhselets 0 but th© dagger from th® right remains strong.
Without specifto dsemjto for peace p ecomooy 8 democracy » ©quality
and on th© question of yo&th* you ©am 9 t really beat a fascist
organisation, fhoro fee an ©Epos© of th© violent fascist
groups such as tfe© EM Eluss Slan 8 th© John Birch Society 8 th©
tfinu'tdGMSn, ate. fto ml® ©f th© Party to th© correct policy
based upon th© unity ©f t&.© wording class and people generally.
This ©smshing victcLV xj ^-,.3 cMg not only t© foaa? of OT^WAfEB tot
also due t© ©Mangos to th® natiosial Gsconoray and social lif©«/^>

This ©arty Io u^atost ®MOAWaJ ,s theory of realignment
of th© two national pui-ttotj, So^ocrats and Beputolicamelj, into
two parti©© with the l&tozfiiliJ on ©a© side and th© conservatives ,

©n th© other, w© sir© m&t Indifferent concerning "who controls
th© BepuMieam Party. Twlo Is mot msroly a struggle by BCC&EFEMalB
and MM® Bg&toet €8M»Wi£’M* Th© people rasst intervene to

‘

support the people 9© dasamdsi to th© state legislatures^ in Congress 8

etc. tot th© S&s©^&lto222& £&rty ©oHap©te for th® people's favor.

mth parties smat to co^f;oll©d t© ^eet th© peoplo's demand©,. W© .

ssast vosesnSKSS 1 that €»Mffii 0
c3 basso to th© South io vulm©r&bJL©o_

*$hl® ton® idyllla to th© Bomocratic Party. That* party
is also & party of tot It hao a different base. Th©



p

»*££££L°f will always fight for tit® statu® quo,
•• ^eCHssOlPs victory was m mandate,” aceording to th© "Wall

Street Journal.” Th© "national duardiaa” and the Trotskyites
®ay the sain© thing. W© ar© justly critical of th© JOBHSQH
Administration policies^©® ¥iet Mas, ©to., font w© must remain
a part of a broad coalition. Without d©ssand© } there c-qn b© no
general unity. Abstractions ar® not ©nowgh, Our' future
political activity must b© feas@d upon independent action and
organizational action operating ©id© by ©id®, W® garni construct
a permanent political meMnsry, W© msst lend our support to

..developing movements, lobbies, conferences and state , local n»»d
national movements. W@ mimt ©sph&stz© th® importance of year-
round political activity. W© develop am" ©zt©as±v©
struggle for th© participation @£ ©ass organizations in govern-
mental bodies. W® «@t prosot© participation in th® selection
of candidates in advanc© of th© gris^ies in order to sake then
logical candidate©, v

There is already activity along these lines by such
organizations as W@ig#a Strike for P©ac©» Th©r© have been signa-
ture campaigns for c@a.s©-fir© in ¥i®t Mam, for trade with
Socialist countries and against $,§. intervention in Suba„
Congo, etc. &L 9

W© »st ssphasisse ©or program for th© implementation
of the civil rights law on ©very l®v©l, including trad© unions,

. jobs, education, to enfranchise th© H©gro@s in th© South, for
fodflral power to guarantee civil rights and for th© i hp©ut
o* corrupt judges. Th® r@l® of th© trad© unions gust be to
organize the unorganized in the Slouih, providing they

'

giv® up •

their chauvinism, m ®nst struggle t© bring about th® enactment
•

® *jwl*dsr® and aid to th© region of Appalachia* Th© composition
; of Congress is now life© it was in.. 1@3@ and te favorable for the

enactment of a c®mp!©t© ®yst©s @£ social legislation. There
a fight for full employs©!®t* In this way, w© can

:

' breathe life into th® "@?Gat Society” slogan. In regard to
liberties, th® fight Esu®t continue for th® repeal of the

McCarran Act-, th© indict^at of tte Ku Sta ^l&n, Minutemen,
end Haste, Insofar* a@‘sw relations with th© other member's of

. the loft are mmmmiz ±hW- si s&gmiia m .must
4 jii 1 'iti itr sk.4i uc., fe&va.sr .A, i .A jli ... . 14 i ^ V ^
differentiate a«

. *; This -was tl© of &
by discussion which 'was i&ggm b
follows:

St was , followed
who stated .as

On th© rol© of th® & in th© ^l©eti©n. When
in office but m®m3 e #§i H. in a sp©seh, wi
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Following the above discussion, &Hh GREEK road a first;

draft of a resolutiom which -was to sot forth the position of the
GP,. 8SA on the recent elections . K© copies wore available to be
passed ©tit to, those. in attendance and, therefore, GREEK read the
-entire .statement . The test'-of CsBEUPs first draft with a small

1) The electorate has spoken. It has given a stinging'
~

rebuff to the defiant bid of ©stress reaction for governmental -
• -

. power. It has mad© the tern Goldwaterism synonymous with
-file Carthyism, with rabid anti-comrnunisk and war-mongering, with
Bixiecratism and -violent, racism, with haughty indifference to the

;

plight of the unemployed, the aged, the young and the poor.

November 3rd represented an Important people c s victory.
It was a bridge that h&di© b© crossed,- a battle that had to be
won. It has placed the political struggle on new terrain from
which great new victories are possible. But it is no guarantee
that what' the people voted for—peace, civil rights, greater
democracy ,and a real -war on poverty—are now assured. The elec-
tion landslide has given the commcsx people an indisputable

. advantage In the fight for their rights and their needs. Whether
that advantage is fully utilised, or whether it is frittered
away or completely lest, depends upon how the election victory
is understood and what iss don© to realise its mandat©.

There can be no reliance on the good intentions of the
Johnson Administration and the newly-elected congress, despite
the overwhelming character of the victory and the greatly improved

. composition of both the louse and Senate. Whether theelection
" returns will be read correctly by those ©lasted to public office
does not depend -alone on their ability to Interpret the national
will accurately^ St even sor© <m the ability of the

- national will to nki that interpretation Stick, to so translate
it into concrete forward-looking policies,, and so fight for
their realisation, that they cannot be- evaded without running
.into a bussssaw of popular opposition. Sn this alone 1
guarantee that the election mandat© will be fulfilled.

. -2). The struggle to achieve this will not be
-ultra-right, although badly beaten in the ©lection, still repre-

(
seats a formidable and dangerous force, for it it was a win-all,
v^ode-all election. They© is evidence that the ultra-right did
not actually ©spent to lose by so great a margin. St was none- ^
iheless able- to mislead Mm© nearly 27 million Americans into -

'

T



'ast majority of these
i 0 this is an ominous

fk® Bi2;©!ait©«'Pi2£i©cTOt<“@»Mwatw ©aiap is now seeking'
f© regron® its ranks, It will endeavor to hold on to its

eoneeisgions in th® digestion It will do
unremitting reactionary

, and on
than are the

It

to sow confnsion and demagogy* It aims to weld together a
ptelam of racist and fesel^tominded f©r®@s 7?m.dy to go to any
limits s -©spin armed violence, to thwart th© national will and to
achieve- their nltra«r®a®tionary ends* fh© Hovesafcor 3rd election

to the-

campaign of President
"to inter-

im their own

ii'at© k mclear

lands,- - Hoy do-'they
the - discredited
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not want a complete 'end to discrimination HOW, and certainly
do not want it in industry, for that v;ould cut into their
profits. Mor do they want a radical change in the South, for
they fear that a South governed by a forward-looking Hegro-white
alliance would so weaken reaction nationally, and particularly
in the halls of congress, as to give a 'new progressive thrust
to the whole nation.

^
Likewise are they opposed. to the kind of economic

reforms and massive federally financed building programs which
.alone can create th© jobs and descent housing without which the
very promise of Hegr© ©quality .becomes a mockery. U

These capitalist groupings, other than those who
supported GOLDWATER , find it in their iat©rests to make certain
concessions to labor in order to avoid all-out class conflict.

to a new extension of
collectively^, and to a
legislation

Labor’s right to organise and to bargain
great new advance in progressive social

While th©o© groupings of capital did not want Gold-
water ism. in power at this time, now that it has been decisively
defeated, they do not r^-at it totally crushed. They want it to
remain strong enough to voto public pressure for more liberal
and progressive domestic and foreign policies, and as an ace-in-
the-hol© should they sod© day prefer it in power

4) ©no of the major objectives of these big business
groupings is to try t© halt the process of political regrouping
which in this election, cor© than any previous on©, indicates a
radical transformation of th© mss base of each of th© two major
parties. As these parties evolved historically, they were each
composed of heterogeneous and conflicting class and sectional
interests, which in the course of intra-party strife' icelled
themselves out and thus Bade big business control easier. In
fact, the parties wore little more than corrupt electoral com-
binations held together to win elections and not bound by any
platform ©r program. But starting with the Roosevelt Mew Deal
a shift began to take place in th© mass base of each party.
Th© Democratic Party nationally became identified in the public
mind as the party more responsive to mass pressure, ©specially
from the workers. Slogs5© people and lower income groups. The
Republican Party bccaeo identified in the public mind with th©
vested interests. ‘Roth national parties remained in fact the

*» U
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parties of big business, The national democratic Party tended •

to get more big business support when a course of compromise was
deemed advisable or unavoidable. The' national Republican Party
was the greater recipient of this support when a policy of con-
cessions was opposed, or when it was feared that the pressure
for reform would get out of hand. Monopoly groupings and indi-
vidual capitalists have leaned in one direction or the other,
depending also upon the nature of their investments, their
market problems, and the struggle within the ranks of finance
capital for the lion’s Store of the yearly $100 billion 'of
federal spending,

p.

5) In this year's election, the shift in mass ' bas'4\T’
' ]

reached' a new high point? Every Section of the labor movement'^
supported the national democratic ticket, something which did
not' take place even in the SQOSR^EhT landslide of 1936. It 'is
estimated that well over 80% of the working class vote went. to'

'

1

JOHKSOH. The Hegro people, who up to the days of the Mew^peal...
were traditionally in the Republican column, this year votfed y.

democratic by an estimated 98%. The huge Jfegr© vote With i
v

ts V% .

;

near unanimity was .decisive in swinging th© election in most.
northern industrial states, in the South too it played a: specials
role, being decisive in all. the Southern states won by
and in a number of key Southern congressional districts' ai wei%^

V \ J

The Dixiecrat hold on the South has up to now been .

used as the- main mass counteracting force to the .growing 'influence
of the labor, Ifegro and liberal Movements within the national
democratic Party. .This year, the dixiecr&ts broke with r
national ticket and formed an . alliance with &SMMATEB,

t
and 'the'..

Republican Party, /Some, like THURMOND,. Switched- outright io 1

-. .’ \

the Republican Party? Thus the labor, Hegro, liberal and pro-
gressive forces are in a relatively stronger position to wield
influence in the national democratic Party than ever befdrS«^i

6) Contrariwise, the national Republican Party in
this election became th© die-hard party of extreme reaction,

(
, -j.V

'turning: its back on many of its former supporters and ©mblracin^'f'
the

.
Birchit©s , Kluxers and Dixiecrats as its natural allies,.

Even largO' sections of tho northern farm vote, of thewom^n's'.
vote, of the relatively ‘Conservative suburban,, small-tow^. andJ

•

old-age Vote, swung away from the Republican national' ticket in
disgust. It Is estimated that in the north GOhpWATER 1 got his-.'

!

main vote from the upper income groups. Only in the South,
where many white working people are Still poisoned, 'by . racial
prejudice,

.
did he get large numbers of lower income, voter’s

W» 10 ***
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This situati©© is causing considerable alarm in ' tte
" '

racks of certain big feueimess groups and their political, pundits.
Iter© is muck talk about the danger of a ©sa© party system and of
the Republican Party dwindling to a small minority party and
going tte way of tte- Whigs. Tte real fear is that the tweedle-

P
'ipoa dii» vAcftoto

tte Megro people
crisis in the ranks

in deep crisis.. If
states $ and if

can win their right tovote in tte South, tte ;

id hound to grow,

s» vsfae^j e*&a

not indifferent to this trend ©sad would like i@ mm® extreme
reaction defeated in both parties. ^

But tte attempt t@ the Republican Party by patch-,
ing up tte differences within it are mot in m>mt cases motivated
fey concern with giving tte people alternative electoral choices.

t© -@2S'

>
is; Will tte new

tte national democratic Farty reflect itself in .

tte ©jsercis© of power? Or,- .will the

, w

from which
l the



terror in the interests of
Administration take' steps to
against Viet Ham to an
waterites in the State
escalate that war into
istration push thru Congress
transferring billions from
wiping put slums, building
providing jobs and
content with only

It is oh
new Administration will
more progressive direction
then the prospect of a
bility and the John:
forward from where
cumstances the Democratic
will hot come into
and. may -even consolidate
heads in a
own election £?* »UfJ5*S.&«»*£?£» £

supporters becomes inevitable

Will the
bring America's undeclared war
will it give way to the Cold-

Defense Departments who want to
Asian conflict? Will the Admin-

anti-poverty measure,
to the tasfcof

education, and
or will it be

like Ahem that the
can be moved in a

foreign policy,
realistic

.
possi-

th@ nation
such- cir-

Administra'tion
mss base of support

t if it
and betrays its

it and its -

8) It
overwhelming victory of
ticket- represented
or an unconditional
and his policies
polls, the vote
conditional . What
waterism and the
public: -condemnation

garnered exclusively
independent activities of
and Puerto Rican
writers, educators,
the tireless work of
groups, and without
meats within the
formations as
would not have

believe that the
Democratic

Democratic Party

was definitely
to- -CSold-

avalahehe .of

was not
the

the Hegro people, Jewish-, Mexican
groups, -and 'of'

"

citizen© of all types; without
1 rights organizations and

of independent volunteer wovjp-^
s»-«»d of such new political

this great victory
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All this
ahead, but only i£
their job is not done. .

and permanent. existence,
for the complete' fulfillment ^o£

important plus for the battles
movements recognize that

to find the basis for continued
for progressive policies^and

the Hovember 3rd mandate

«

Secondly,
to achieve a greater
greater clarity of

'
program

combat Goldwaterisss in all

volunteer formations need
degree of cohesion and unity based upon

is needed to
to counter the

orgahization' '-''and
1 '

1

cohesion
coalition for peace.
-the' organized labor
best organized and most

the responsibility of
5-up pf such a po;

a great people’s:

|t ^
class in

Lead in

The need for
nizpd by certain labor
Coalition of Conscience,
the accepted goal of
beep dope to implement
majority Of labor leaders are
Democratic machine and tend
Democratic Adpinistrati©:
why the political -action
form of GpPE, ' is sfill

'

in the last . weeks -of -

political arp of labor,
year in every plant and workia;

have called
thought

most progressive,
society -, which
formation and

has been recog

-

for a National

9) Of all
are the -.most dissatisfied
to live - in the. old way a®

. .--right and self-dignity
-'filament of their

‘

.

'--reaching changes in
^economy » Fop .these
most determined and
selftpaprifice and' noble
-pf thp best of the
by winning freedom for
all AmericaV^

'

determined not to se’H their birth'

n

not -least -of ail in its.

!©gr® people’s, movement Is the
force in America today. Its courage,

have attracted to it also- many

America they will insure freedom for
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Because the root cause of Negro oppression is economic, '

fapd because- th© great- majority of Afro-Americans are 'working people /

thAT© is the basis for a natural alliance between the labor and' '

/

Negro people fS pjovAmehts. This already exists in loose fora"'-
/

vto#.q^»ld exist 'in complete and Solid fora „oace the labor -
-

/

. mpYAment takes a greater - initiative in the- struggle for Negro I

rights and in the great battle for peace and- against poverty, -

-..-.I

When the; spirit which today animates the Negro people is movement
sweeps Over into the ranks of labor, a- great new rebirth' of the 1

labor movement will take place* Xt will complete the job of '

,

organising the piiiioM of still unorganised industrial, white'
polljkr

.
and professional workers and place, itself in' the recog-

nised Readership of all those ' working for social progress in the
States* It is toward that day that vail class-conscious

.

'nhp Militant trade unionists should work, A

' 10) The most important siagle'task in helping to
weld together a coalition that can block the path to Goldwaterism,
.pp, .letter what fora, face or guise it may take, is the building
-s.pt ;ap-. ever more united and ever stronger g*eft force in American life.
The nature of our problems in the year© ahead arp such that only
deep-going economic and political changes can counter the 'built-in

' tendencies of American capitalism toward retrogression and
reaction. Only a stronger. &©ft fore© which views Americas problems
on the background of & world in revolutionary technological and
appial change, and which understands the nature of ’our present-day
society and the meaning of socialism, can. exert a consistently
''progressive influence on current struggles, giving them aim and
perspective.^

There is ln©r©asing evidence of a growing ferment’ in
. the ranks of '' progressive^minded people, especially young people’;'

:

a growing realization that what has been referred to' as the'
Triple Revolution of our tisa©, will require answers more deep-

- goingjand fundamental than those faced by any previous generation.
New'-tiiaes will repair© new values, new. approaches', new answers. •

s

:--.Tbie means that the potential for the development in American life,
un influential, and. ever' more vital lae'ft force is rapidly

'

: maturing

The fact that new forces moving to advanced social

'

thinking come from mr&@$ class and social backgrounds and. have'
different levels of @3^9©s?i©nc©, explains the reason for the con-
flifting points pi in the rank^ of the ItSgt, both new and '

old, hhd why no single comaoa approach to all basic questions
.‘VN^^yjjt emerged^ r

«* 14 — **



1Mb expr$©s®(2l Itself during the election campaign..
Every Section of the Left recognizes that a basic political
regrouping in American political life. is necessary and inevitable,;
fhe day ..will surely coa® when socialist-minded people, trade' v

unionists and progressives generally, will have a major electoral
party of their own, representing their combined interests and
not that of big capital. But what many -on the Left fail to see
is that the exact process of political regrouping taking place
is different from that at the beginning of the century.; It is '

not following the ©Id classical
.

pattern
,

of. straight-line thirds -

v .

party development, Th® process at work- is more complicated' add1

complex ^ It is still taking place within the framework of the ' -

institutionalized 'twor-p&rty system. Whatever independent volun- - J

teer forms of political expression exist of importance’, these'-have
h. cn 'A Uik* j«h iM. W «££ «9 mi iAi a m.4* a «rt «cm AS A* la dMk M» mm mm Ha'da

parties, cl

fhe who!© Left should' realize that subjective/desires
cannot replace objective reality. Her can the Left achieve
anything by standing on the side lines as super-critics of every-,
thing and everyone that does, hot- .accept 'its own overall viewpoint,
fk© Left, seeking $ por© iMfemental: .reconstruction of society,
can only help bring this advanced thinking to the people by being
a part ©£ their daily stsnggles; ’and not by separating itself from
them- or -erecting artificial -barriers 1

, between it and the much

&® long as th® people 'see a concrete tangible difference
feGtw@©n the two parties thoy' will continue 'to cast their votes
for the on© which is sosewhat/better or, to put it another "way, •

;

somewhat less worse, lor will abstract, arguments about the ’‘lessor
®vliw change anything until,' the; masses feel strong enough to go
in the direction of a party 'representing -the' greater good. As

the party of the extreme Eight:
the fear of its national

Then 1

,
will com© the day of -

Party us Well. Until then, 3rd Party
srer this can help crystallize

[t but they will be the exception
Ssumstahces should they be put

head-on collision with the labor or
where the only result would' be the .-

Ijfut certainly the Left' should
/

fjbgro people’s movements' to begin.-.,
,

feation, to put forth their .own 5
' /

is ;pkifeary- struggles, • and to refuse to. )/r
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pi

go along with
sikould help ©'

Mo©' in Congress and

political hacks, likewise, it
formation of a liberal-progressive.

.

city legislative bodies.$
_ truth of all past experience

that to run 3rd party candidates just- for spite may solve problems
of personal frustration with the slowness of events, but will
hot add anything to the- far more difficult, painstaking and -

.arduous task of political regrouping, not as one may -want it to
as It .actually is. in. fact , any careless' approach

this question will only discredit the very idea of independent

f

to the victory
ultra-Bight

sections of the Left

or non© of the way with

©lootions the Communist Party- played '

It helped bring greater
degree of unity -to Left-minded people and- by

of thousands in its own name saa&e a contribution
came. Becogniasing the danger of the
brasea coup d-*etai of Cow*s Palace,

for the specific- character of
ta@. it unfolded, . This compares with, those

.diculed the idea of an ultra-
caught completely unawares, by-

power. kt first some of these 1

ignore its meaning. Even wh©n.th©y saw it for
’ -

specific form of American fascism, "they recoiled
itical conclusions from their

there was no difference between going
and giving a blank Cheek’ of
hem it was' either all the
, not just part of the way.

during the campaign. gf©wr before were tts©
®a i6sr ewe

unity of th® Left withim the framework _
Americans fighting for th®ir iwediate ae©ds”aad

can be rightfully proud of its -

the way it worked
ks of the Party

as in the election struggle.

^

struggle is opening. This will be
struggle, yet different fremit

period ahead, we seek to strengthen
but not as against the-re^t of the

forces not -yet Communist -or Left'
find the basis for a greater

of a greater unity of all
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la tfo© very next weeks the following tasks stand out:

1„ First and foremost the development of the broadest
to ©ad ¥«Si involvement in the war in Viet Ham and to do

all in our power to help ©ad that war itself,,

2* To pressure for a change in seniority
rules when, the S@th Coagr.es© convene® in January; ©specially to
keep the CloXdwater—Bixiecrats £r©a top committee posts.

3. T© abolish SMC as a step toward ending all aspects
®f. McCarthyit© witchhunting in American life.

4. To demand federal protection for the constitutional
right© of the M®gr© people in the deep South, and to get the John-
©on Administration to ©top all federal funds to states that refuse
to comply {with fodoral law* jk

In addition to the above most immediate mass questions
there is need to pres© for a further reduction in world tension

and an end to the Gold War against the SJSSE, China and Cuba; for
recognition of P@@pl<$ 9© China; for a world conference of all
nuclear power© to bass the Sjocab; for opening reciprocal trade rela-
tion© with Cuba and China, and for immediate withdrawal of all
id and all form© of ®*S<. involvement in the mercenary war against

\ A

*
Se domestic policy there is need to press not alone for

the immediate ©mactasmt ©f Medicare, but for a more basic extension
of all social security and old-age benefits and for a crash pro-
gram of ten billion dollars a year to combat poverty in America.
In respect t© strengthening the application of the Bill of Bights
to all Americans it is necessary to win a new and stronger federal
~ * " *

"“lfi@s all anti-labor legislation and all so-
>“Work laws. It is also necessary to press

„
t?

_ml desaoeratie reapportioament on the. principle
of one foam ©n® vote and. to fight for the enforcement of the 14th.

'

' m for the reduction of- congressional"
refuse to carry through such reaper- -

or where they deny the right to vote to citizens*. '< And
with all the©© it is necessary to get the incoming admin-

istration to ©top all anti-communist prosecutions and persecution©;
under the McCarrawa ©r Sfcritk Acts

"

^ .

^roussd 'these and other issues there is ample
for 'fa©£\s unity and Left initiative and for unity

“1 ©ther liberal and democratic forces in

the land.'

5r *S

® &
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Such ar©; the lessons and suck are the tasks as* w© s©©
. ,

them*. An important period of, straggle is over. An Important ,

period of struggle Ms begun 0 .Hew opportunities have been opened: '’i'

up for important gains' by the people. But these opportunities ’.
-

. must be seized or they ©an be turned’ into their opposite. We

. have 'confidence they will b© seized. Th© Communist Party pledge©'' -

> to .work and struggle with might and main- to help fulfill the man*^
.
-date•-of November '3rd and to make the- ©lection©' the beginning of a.

’ new- .forward advance Of the 'American people., h •

& &

1 cussion continued*:
; WINTEB stated that
:forces . Only last-
passive. But the
The mere fact of
HOMPHEEf is such

Uwtw to I — .ii II I *»«*»tM*

After .a brief comment by , CARL
“ " “ was a victory of th© s@gr© ana trade; union

some people &©id that- labor has been
su&'s&i of the election prove to the contrary.
AFlrCKO unanimous endorsement’ of JOHNSON and’

X
’

MZEE DAUIBOW remarked that the Party, has gained greater.

of this election
group is planning a
In light of factors
initiative*^

This ended
National Board

Of; the
to

fact that the Boson -

and' South net Ham-,
use more-

-

first session, of the mooting of -the

Also, on November .IS, 1964, an executive session of
the National Board was held, attended only by National Board .

members. During the course of this, executive session, it was
’.decided that the following individuals would constitute the-.
official delegation of the CF, USA to the December 15 Sv 1964,7

aww
.preparation for the’World. Conference of Communist
Parties scheduled, for mid«1965^

p .

emd Workers

m hwmm
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The second g©ssiom of the National Board meeting was'
held, on November 1©„ 1964, also at the Betel Martinique, New York.
City, This session was chaired by AHTEOI? KB32HM&SIE&. During 'the
morning the- discussion of STACSEL 8 S report on the USA elections
continued. After consents by JAMBS AM#®?, BOKOTHY HEALEY, TOM
DENNIS. * and MICKEY LIMA, GUS HALL
made the following cements In connection with SYAOBEL.'s report :

and GIL -SHEEN'S resolution. HALL’ stated in essence as -follows:
'

Concerning the resolution read by Gil, X think that la
is 0. jK. and w© will set time aside for discussion and

a vote on it. This was an historic election and, as a result' of
it, the Party's prestige wai tremendously increased. Eight now,
1 will speak- on some of the weaknesses in the campaign. We
reject 'the concept enunciated by JAMES FABLEY that "nothing
changes after conventions. ”<

he
b7C

•First -of

careful and accurate
the concept that
elections -and now
the flexibility of

, in tl^e draft resolution we need a more
ions- we must be careful not to leave

was one hind of coalition before the- ' \
•'

is another kind afterwards.- This ignores

after ultra-right-
Also, we -should -rather
new Party may be a
It could be the ms
replacing * the
and one new.

y jbmthe idea that a new Part/ may emerge only
yer, this is too rigid a concept.
L»p@n decisions on the idea that a

party." It may not be a third party.;
of the working class, Negroes, etc.

,

;
•

There may be only two Parties, one old.

Thirdly,
have a relaticashi
because socialist
further

do we mean by "Left"?
in this

exist. Our
limits 99

not
in

This Left has to
This is necessary
to "left" needs

to old groups
consideration trade
unions organizational
union movement, but

There can be .changes
trade unions. For example, the Steel Union may change^ Abel ,

-

has a different background. than

unions and avoid giving the "loft"
in the

«

who is e’ha|

McDonald

am

longing for leadership,

SO

"The pSac® isdsu© is not unrelated to the test banctreaty

.

The Democratic Administration took a good position on this and^also
•on the question ©f psaceful coexistence. Therefore, a real^issue :

emerged. The S&bs© is true on the question of civil rights. ThewA,.



©Sections h&v© shown
thinking in the W*Bt
?h® Party was too sl«
political upsurg©,

W©

political level
not merely a **

approach to- vi@w

,u raise our sigai
> acewjgrs, -©asss saew sacs, of a fundamental
to some ways is Xik© the upsurge in

t thi© upsurge sad lagged behind
,'

the masses must b© elevated to a new
understand that these elections were

new theoreticaln

as beachheads of

rn®r@ are soss© special questions within the framework
of the .©lection© which h®®d reexamination such as the. victory
of. Proposition 14 is California® <&H progressive, active current©
were mobilised ©at this question* But the Sfegr© maos®*? were not '•

so concerned* I ©it© th©0® as "diversions" because th© . ,

.

constitutional gisaraat^os still do exist® Such diversions
will be faced with boycott© and challenges in the ‘ courts..' We
hav® seen how the masses understand their own self-interest and
voted for JdipISQH pr&cri^&ly on the issues ©f psaee, civil rights,,
and economic issues® CJLcsfo w© do not understand ©r the masses
d©- not defeat such qccXiffiao, then the self-interest of legr© and-
later movements 10 c©t yot understood®, ftes® are contradictions
which are still mhHoiui o&d which are responsible for the .passage
©f Proportion 14 in Cb^-f©rnla® But moralising is not enough®.
Wtet did w© do to ffissd aims of self-interest of the masses and •

put them across? ^©Mticsi^ns work on this basis even if they do "

s© with demagoguory $ but w© and th© progressives have, not
been so concrete and talk sore of isor&i and ethical problems,
@ur literature do©D Es©t always reflect thorn© issues in a concrete,
and in a positives way t@ build ©n th© foundation of self-interest *•

1 realise that this is £2®t always possible ©r easy, but we can
‘

show how the lons-raiaso result outweighs th© short-range interests
Of the masses of th®

promote and organise independent political actions? 1© mu@t now
find the next stops ©ff nssst levels .because old organizations such

e&a, v*?

as non-partisan organisations can be such a form® They can
be On a higher political level than merely trad© union ©lection- •' •

>4k jfti *1 ®S '_ _ _ A ft * ^ ' < *

mow who &r© th® pes^&G who sr© active in politic®, such as -the
'

independents or ppegressivo Damgra'tS, etc® If w© don't. even
haow these forces^ to <sa©Si©t us© initiative and, therefor®, .

Spontaneity is lacfeing, , W® do not want to b© to© narrow or keep '
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osar forces in osar pocket. This independent movement needs our
help and then w® can exert influence on the consideration of
candidates in primaries to include Hegro, women, and labor candi-
dates*^

We must find ways to involve the entire CP membership
in thisstruggle. The left has never been so isolated as were
such groups as those around the "Rational Guardian," etc. But
they did have an influence on our cadre. As a result, we were
too apologetic on the slogan "Defeat Goldwater at All Costs."
The results of our elections could have been much greater if not
for 'these influences of these "leftists." We have become victims'
of our own demands. -We acted: in the 'manner of "what is possible?"
This makes us. . seem conservative in the eyes of the militant youth.
We .confuse. immediate demands with longer range propaganda demands.
We neglect the formulation of laws, etc. It would give our Party
a different image if we now use longer range propagandist demands*

_ , X agree with JACK STACKERS report and X
also believe that the resolution read by GXL GREEN is a good
draft <

r\ -

After H&X£»*s comments, JACK STACREL spoke in summary.
In essence, he stated X believe this was a good discussion.
Basically, there are no. differences although there were some
problems raised which can beincorporated in the resolution.
The report will be re-written to include the ideas and suggestions
brought out during the discussion. Zm addition to the resolution,
X believerwe should work up a program of action in regard to some
immediate steps to be taken.

the afternoon- session on November 19, 1964, and for
the sessions thereafter, the following individuals were not in

JACK KhXRG
JOB MORTE
jm Aujai

bo
b7C

The first report delivered was the report on the inter-
national situation by M LWMER who stated in essence as follows!
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Two. developments have taken place since our last -'dis-

cussion; first » the resaws! of KHRSfSHGHSV and, secondly, the ^
testing of ' the A-bomb by China, These two new developments
occurred right after Gus* report at our last discussion*, We had
planned to publish Gus* report but in the view of some people.

i'd (0PE)

it was thought best not to publish it,

The Communist Party of China *d (CPC) position- today
remains unaltered. An example of this was their message to
Algeria on the occasion of their anniversary in which the CPC
stated that armed struggle Was the only path. The CPC la regard
to our own election said that there was no difference- between.
GQLDWATER and JQHHSQH, the "blue-eyed monsters of monopoly. M

AIMT, head of the CP of Indonesia, recently remarked
that ani ideological agreement was far away because the CPSU per-
sists in holding to the decisions of their 20th, 21st, and 22nd
Congresses, The Japanese Party’s reaction has been the sane.

The CPS® ideological
remains the same,- both
speech greeting the Cosmonauts
was reiterated by
attempt to use
CP stated that this
"hopes were dashed"

been reaffirmed and
and internationally, Xnhis

the policy of peaceful coexistence
, leftists Will nevertheless
this connection, the Indian

sot a victory” and the leftists’
policies of the CPS®- were reaffirmed,/

Regardless of the reasons for the changes in the Soviet
Union, there are now. openings for exchanges with the CPC, The
CPSU .-agreed 'to the. -CPC sending a delegation to the Soviet Union
headed by CHOC Hnelai for discussion of Ideological matters end
they have ceased the polemics.. We greeted these as welcome''
developments,

While the indications- are that ideological differences;

,

remain, there has been avoided for the time being an open collision'
-and the hope for unity between the CPS® and other CPs has increased,
These events deserve, encouragement but this is a process and unity

'

is not. yet a reality. The question of the Settlement of ideologi-
cal differences cannot; be. on a piecemeal basis. When there is -a. ,

basic -shift, then.'-there are tactical differences, too, ~5- -

- The drive by the CPC to split the world CP movement'
continues. The CHS has .^iblfshed letters of splinter groups, -

-

'
-

They have sent greetlags' to the Progressive jhabor Party' here in
connection with their convention, which by the way has now been

- 22 -
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postponed until Easter * If there is a world conference, it is
certain tj>at such a conference could not invite these splintered
groups.

On the question of MRUSHCHEV * s removal, there has been
both publidi and private, inforsaatidn received explaining ,it. Even
if w© disagree on some things., we. have no right to tell the Soviet
comrades what to do. They reached tens of millions of their
people and Explained their action. W© must take into considera-
tion. the fact that they have a different' history and background.
But wb/stifI think they should, have made public KHRUSHC0BV*s
resignation" and their failure to d© so shows a lack of sensitivity
and creat.ed- .fears that peaceful coexistence was in jeopardy as .•

KHRUSHCHEV’ was a. symbol of this philosophy. However, it is -clear
that the. Chinese split was not the min reason for K1EUSMCHI2V 0s
removal, aithough the Chinese ©it© this as the reason since he,
MUH^BGHEy] was the ’’architect’* of the ideological differences

.

existing between them and the CPSSf. They say it is good thing
he has 'been removed. The ©PSP did not create the split and wants
to heal it

any sore public statements at. this time
therefore do not go along with the

.We do. hot
on RHRUSHCPEV's removal
Italians* sharpness' on 2

v ..
, VThfifj^iomide

to" go' on even if’ ' without
public polemics will
the leftist® and the

Recently 'we
some leftists Saying ”

f''the working class is
*f They cited

1

the Chines®

The- CPS0 ha®
conference- and this was
speech. W&! supported
to do so, - In. regard to
official' knowledge of
preliminary meeting
date. We would go
coni©rence at a later

the Chinese ideological line continues
the name calling. 1 am not sure that

w® may have to contend, with both
in this regard.

i a letter from ©EORGE MEYERS about
8 s’ great society is fascism” and that

a. necessary ingredient for socialism^”,
as proof of this.*

continued to emphasise- the need for a world
repeated by BREZHH1V in his November 7th

idea of -mack a conference and we continue
the . December 15th- meeting, we have no -"'

change in plans. Maybe this w.iil;b©r a-

ssain meeting postponed to some later"
but. continue to press for a world

- 23 -
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©n the matter of tbs Chines© Peoples Eepublie's A-bomb
test# W© Stave opposed the spread ©f ansute weapons and testing .

by the Stoited State© ? Soviet Stolen , HAT®, West Germany , Fiance,
etc, @n these &zm® grounds w@ objected to C$hina getting nuclear
weapons from ih© Soviet Wmtom which mH cause the imperialists-
t© spread the- nuclear weapons , Thu®, we object to the Chinese
explosion ©f an A-bomb although w© hare n© objection to. nuclear
energy advances for the benefit of humanity and socialism,, Kip

to now the bomb has been used against colored people, th© 'Japanese
and tested in areas of colored peopl©.^^

We met move in its© direction of banning all tests.

at the Waited nations
fight for the in-

elusion of China, and while it will be difficult, we must do it.

a report on Fie
, JOMSON ff s report

>*

w w&&iiajraw-

us, the first
T*

and this was shown ist

AM
should "End the War in

themselves for peace
-However,

W feXUi

this is true the world over,.
c*>M<U

ut if
no mass

29th Street in Mmi Fork dlty on the Fiet Ham war, General TAHOE
will shortly be in the country for five days and this would be a
g<

We should utilise all organisations and groups, etc,, to
speah up on the Fi@t Ita ^nestles at colleges,' at universities,'
before women 9® group©, in private conversation, etc, bates* , a

in
"Eleventh Sfkrnr

1

*® is needed, Articles should



a ©risi® and then
in favor of a com®

following <ICJMB$H 5s report, Gilt,

government my sharpen the war, creating
footing for negotiation©-.. We are

'

Smith. Wet’ Bam, We mast get out
'

conference.
^

that we mast tell the world that South
crisis in world peace.- We must tell the

this with other actions,

^

8 the meeting of the CP, USA
±bm Motel M&rfcAs&iimiB* M&m VO**te

on the international situation which had been given the previous

I as disturbed bp Hp*@ article in "Political Affairs,"
M© just charged into the serious problems with quotations, -

Jt© just rule® out the ©?€? as a Marmist-LeniniSt Party , X am
convinced that there will be no departure from Marscist~behinist
principle®. But ther© im a change of course from collision to .

increased unity of. action and policy relative to the efforts
of imperialisa to- spread war and colonialism, - Both sides are
changing, fh© CMW leadership is making a determined effort to
ease the discussion and to -avoid foolish things, like their
statement ©xa ©plus, A period of "rational discussion" nowlies
ahead, $here will te may changes, in regard to the Presidium
meeting of the ©t®, the explanations given there -were naive
and frivolous, C

*sfta»ii«ias
USLr-
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is at stake. If
w© repeat "it is not tru®/9 this is iheir explanation.. W® must

ar© a party of the
5 8 the flesh and .Mood of our country. We

must not like WE*m artici© ©x&cerlmt© the international situation
or attack the (Shines© as not being Marxisi^heninistSc

'A
it is a fact of

wa si>£Ui«4*Ks* At the present
time there is not yet a mm situation but w© don 9 t know how it

i*m rs&ctten to ®'s report proves that w© 4© need
3. E#B 9

Si remark© were too ©harp, uncalled
language like ’’feeble s

” *p©dahi©,”
«,*<&* mm&wvs th©r© tarn been weaknesses in our handling

of this
'
problem but these wore not weaknesses- like- those of

to report on- this latter in a ’’low key” by

99

has- ’'©hanged course” away from
e ismat if we put it as USB do®@ 9 the

(gPSSMSlPCS differences are responsiUe for the removal of 33ffi9@3C&EV.
E®w much personal- role in relations with China
figured in as the cause pi hi© removal 1 doa 8 t ka©w s but t do-

fh@ reason® for the differences is rather the Shines©
Party 9© departure fro© the basic principles of Marxism-heainism..
liiii’e will develop and show the reason® for the ©hang© -in the

*
s
9© idea that w© are a "part of the American

'

working ©lass." W© haw® to so© in what ©osstest this is placed.
•wauto»S3yw- can n®v©r b© established in the form

':*• V* «as
'

Italian O? is an example of
this. fh±m is not always helpful and in fact now it has turned
Into its opposite. Ifesr© is an affinity between CPb and socialist
state®, low to haffidl.® th® question of autonomy i© really th©

'

H '

not Just ®sati“S@6&e5Sisto W© te?s cosrades wtu^ think w© can use
**a little hnti-i©wl©tisae"^L

*w> rf3S$ *»
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not ©tart

it is difficult td hid© these ideological
®s but her© the blame, too, .rests with the CPC who
t« W© Wes’© sharp in reply on a matter which w© did

About . developments in the Soviet Onion* Here, too,
there is a difference as to what the Parties say amongst them-
selves and what they say’ publicly* this was our objection to
the type of - debate started by the CS2PC* Parties do raise
questions, probe and dimgre© privatelyw*

should have- been made
sa
?9

Some ash did they
9*

we can’t accept those
Sm©SOTEf*s removal i

feared the popularity of

*3 resignation
w@ do not agree with
meeting or on

concept bourgeois and socialist
correct and they are not all

full explanations? .Some
:h© reasons and facts and said
us» 1 think the reasons for
based op the fact that they
and that possibly KHEIIS1CBEV

Maybe they
inquired of them on the

and in response to our message
of the existence of such 29

leftists and pro-Chinese and
removed because he was anti-

told me that the Cuban and
for the working Olass. All

was full of stool pigeons*
in the 30’s and now in the 60*s

Ihe SsgtsfcyistB are
US*

ffi© use of -th@ wsdSj ”feebXe 9
” "pedanic/’ by BOB

IjSMPggp is not ©e§. ted m§ the use of -the ’’anti-Soviet” by
®0,o. . % agree we tauft' detet© and argue- but- use' no names* We

C$0.} ^ •

KAK.V? S3 VSui G &VU. £U«ItC3 bi
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accept the reasons for KSESBSGlEf 9s removal or for an interna-
tional meetlag

j,
which we' keep on supporting. The split between

the €P6 and CWBU has mm! b@c©s© a factional fight and oar leader-
ship ha© -becom® ©ntaeshedl in ibnaX fight

.

' The Question
is now how can w© r@s©Xv© ©nr factional £igkt

.

7
in the world debate? There

is agreement on that® ¥© mst establish normal relations -

to name calling and at the
we must expose °*splinter groups

conference in order to pre-
agreement.' The Chinese were

responsible for the colli©!©® cours®. In the future maybe more
parties will disagree publicly. The world movement will be
split apart if we do not stop this*

'

1jU$
’*© report was a serious effort but he did fail to

place China as a real socialist state. Complete negation of
KMtFSHGffiT' reflects badly on the ©P3§I? ' leadership , but the SPG
is responsible for "th© '@@11ision • course . •

,r^^

WJ ^
/

to take -it since he
irresponsibly dishes it out. W© cah-t -understand the erroneous
ideas of the &C sympatMasers who ©lander the GP^U and first of
all our Party. Who set the "collision course^

©id we att&gls the-
notice or principle?

or they attacked us without

or is

or
-of

3 in the fight for peac©?^^

IS'the fight for disarmament in the- interests of the
for the Soviet people? ^

injurious only to certain peoples
Chinese &~feosb improve the control
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aosfc of th

©

have BOB,

favor the partial test ban treaty as do
people proven by the election resits , What

to say about this?

organised factions and replaced principles? The
on an international scale and is now giving support to rene-

gades from communism in the USA, Who supports the HOSEN group?
the CPS^

We are fighting for Marxism-Leninism and' the interests
of the American working class when we oppose the line of the CPC.
¥©s, we favor unity as does the CPS!? but without giving up our
principles of Marxism-Leninism. ^

Can anyone conceive where the CP, 08A would be today if
we said ’’There is no difference between a JOBHS0II and a GOL0-
WATER”? Qr that there is no threat of fascism in the USA* only
the danger of imperialism?

Is is true

y
sh@ USA as the CPC says is the only

If we supported the CPC-,- we. would have- to separate
ourselves from the working class of the USA, Negro and white.
Who used I ~lto try to split the Negro freedom move-
ment in favor of civil War—if was the CPC. I agree with GUS,
we will fight for the- unity of oiir

henbt mtmmnJ*
1 agree that Mf report should have been in low key.

However, BOB reacted and asked for a change in the method which
to an armed clash of the two great

is a mistaken idea with all the blame
and it ignores the decisions of

Congresses and all the concepts of
was the essence of the debate—

socialist states,
placed on the CPS0
the 20th, 21st, and
peaceful coexistence,
this was the key in t
the trap when he p!

colonial and national
theory on China. Why
in China, where none

ITeba'te internationally .
' Gtbi

'

'fell' 'into
coexistence as hindering
GIL has a paternalistic

for democracy in the USSR and not
all? We are not doing justice to

if we do not expose the racism
the working class demands this type

s mistakes have been made, but have been
.mm’k of the general policy .i£

30
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wider ..desocr&cy in the ioviei
fight.„and. it is gaining .-.la the

Union « But this Is a continuing
"Soviet W&I3k

l

<,\s '
• !'

. .

-

1

,
5on'o\

fr

' ‘

ar© Doing
of view in the

then domes to common conclusions

BON J
*

ng held to establish
point the collective

in debate
have, to

W© .are
that

We participate
w© followed the CFC? line, we. would

*
preserve the' unity' of ©nr
rather than after the ds
unity ©four Party .is- m

It is
the following ’’bow to

to discuss- it now
F©r our own good,,
to allow the disunity

questions of -..policy on. such matters as peaceful coexistence, the
inevitability" of war,, peaceful transition to Socialisia, etc# This
has resulted' from' the- fact' -that some parties- think that • KMWSHGHEV 5 a
removal was -because bm was wrong on these basic Questions 'of policy:,,

fhe ©tafean $arty IS a gee® example of this confusion according to
our latest. iai©gm-ii«u Nh* Ctabans are -now saying -’’nuclear war ' is
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We will now have to fight more skillfully fox* these
basic policies, X enumerated. 2 question whether some of the
Comrades really understand me. MICKEY earlier misinterpreted
ay informal talk with the San Francisco Board. On the question
at the time as to whether KBKUSHCHEV*s removal was because of his.
China policy, X had said no—-it may not have been and on the
question whether this, was an issue among the CPSB leadership, X
told him I did not know. %

Sion oiOn the question of the "cult*” KHHUSHCHEV lately did
.
follow in STALIN*s way to a point, not completely , but it is

; important to note that the cult was clipped by the collective
)i before it lowered. Thhi is important. But, is it not the truth
!' that China in MAO has a really good example of the flourishing
;
of the cult? Why do the people who discuss the Soviet Union keep
quiet on this?

The central feature of the bourgeoisie ideology, anti-
Sovietism, has a basis in the left of the U.S. today. 2t pene-
trates into our ranks through middle class people in and around
the CP. The "National Guardian" uses this instrument. Petty
bourgeoisie nationalism is also a very important factor

At this moment there are sharp contradictipds in South-
east Asia involving N.S., and China but still the ruling class
considers the Soviet Union the main enemy*

>pCratiGIL spoke on "equality and cooperation of socialist
nations." GXL was, wrong in the way he was quoting BEE2OTEV and
he. could have cited KBBUSBCHE7 and other Soviet leaders who had
.made similar statements for the last ten year's. 5

On GXL*# argument that if the conference of world’ CPs
was held, it would "^communication of China."' Whoever
contended that, this waS the aim. We never did, the CPSU never .

’

We, the CP, USA, could have been more helpful if we
fought harder for our principles against the Chinese ,V~

The way .w# discuss ;

£ our di^agri^Bents
things in these meetings, people
‘were^

appears that ws^for'fundamentai reasons. I object to using
the'cha'ng'e in the WsU^eaderahip ~ in order to chtmge the 'course

~

of ideblogical'^iscufjsioa andi in an effort' to try ' to divert "i't'.'

alone
;

^^''''a»t
r

'Vesi»iwiUie for the basic differences
1
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which did and still
my a If I believed ti

would bring unity t@
for a year,A.

do exist* The never placed it that
oXogical discussion

.

,/x would keep quiet.

In .SuimmrisAag,' 1 . will only hit oh some of the main
discussion. ffl$r report was not to hare been a definitive or a
major report » The situation with which it dealt was too fluid
and I only emphasised that a possibility did exist for discussions,
BOB was wrong to say that- X said "no ©hang****’ .1 repeat there is
"no change” in the situation.

.
^here -is no change and .1 repeat

this, in the ideological position of both the CJFSt? and the CPC.
As to whether attitude regarding the CPC was a major
issue 1 said no because, the Soviet 1 comrades did not say it was
although w© do understand that it may have been a point of dis-
cussion o. Since my report was not for the public., we make no
statements.^

In the discussion we have had here, we were surveying
the invisible parts of an iceberg. My ..article in the .November
"Political Affairs" was described as. "pedanic sematics." With
this observation 1 do not agree. A central point in my "Political
Affairs" article was that the CPC was ideologically nationalistic.
Whether this was a timely comment or not is another matter. X
had extracted this phrase out of one of Cue* earlier articles.

.
$n connection with ttet article in the November "Political
Affairs," perhaps in the light of the conversation at this meeting,
S would not take- a second look and perhaps not have used such
lMguaee-5

On the question of democracy in the 1SSB, the point X
made was that' -they followed procedures established by their ..

rules .and constitution. This- was a definite 1 .advance compared
to the past CSfAMIf 5® .time)-. . ©n the matter ’of the. Chinese
reaction to the Soviet change of leadership. MI©EET*s argument
was that this is proof that there, was substance to the charge.
But it. is significant to note that the @B© S . itself, made the-
move to be invited to. Moscow and. this would show a "thaw" in
©hina also and that they, too, have problems^s*

X quoted for opposite reasons than QXX»
,
did. X

quoted hiss'"lb' was ' -a '.reaf£irma't'ion 'of ''pbl'lcy' 'and not
'

' .!

1"
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0h the question of “excomamniCationi. “ If was the New
Zealand Party and other Parti©© supporting this Chinese that
stated that to really hold a conference which/ they did, sot attend
is “excommunication.

I

1

On anti-Sovietis®, I agree with Gr

left itself it does exist and that it exist*
Some comrades give a “little” ©a this anti-S
give is completely in fh© ©nd.^

On our resolution of the- last aseei

international meeting w© said “while iahgua&

s that within the
in our own ranks,

ovietism and others

,lng dealing with the
[» agreed to even if

softer s a basic disagreement persists.,” Thi|s meeting has proved
this,

^
The session of the meeting of the Ititionai .Board held

on November 21, 1964, was ©haired by BOEOTHY tjEALEST

.

The first report was that of CSC*AUBE
\

“\
J<MTFOOT on the

status of the racial .struggle. In essence, LKaITFQOT stated
as follows!

^
The*-main problems confronting the Negr

struggle for racial equality are! first, how tc

labor alllance; and, secondly, how to place world

leaders at the helm of the Negro freedom movemeisj

> today in his
expand the Negro
lng >class

• A.PBILSP mmmjm is. calling a confe-i

of the Race" as a result of a resolution of the
Labor Council. This will be a summit meeting o
dealing with the subject of how to move from th
©f struggle to higher forms and how to raise th<j

methods and tactics are to be used. This meet!
all -Negro leaders, including Muslims, but not f
Originally, the date set for this summit meetin
But, in order to carry out the Struggle against
there was a postponement of it until sometime &•

want our Party primed to participate in this cc

maximum capability; districts should begin to v..

onces^v

*\ One of the chief characteristics of t 1

movement now, after the ©lection, is that it hr
j-J no dependence.

There are no illusions,/' wen if JOHNSON rs
ifference will
and the beginning

pm, although other
meetings now.
ifold the
•class conference.

© on “State
fegro American
Negro leaders
present level
issues*and what

1 will include
e communists,
was October.
{§OLDWA?ER»
January. We •

ference at its.

rk on this at

,t© Negro freedom

intentions are not questioned. The January c<

be "the first general pattern of things to come-

of th© renewal of the struggle for Negro free*

Negro organisations will and are holding. -some
Th© character of the conference will help to t

initiative of the workers ©yen if it is an al‘

This conference can place the central problem
j

of th© Negro
- 34
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in the Southther© is still the de faeto Jim Crowism
today even though there is a civil rights law -now. Yh© economic
issues still remain and the Hegro there has made little progress

> is ’ this ^regard, fh© class outlook will determine some of 'these
issues*.)^

Yhe Hegro freedom movement in the Worth has, in some
instances, gotten embroiled in School segregation and other
issues like '’bussing,” etc. But its general direction was
hot unsatisfying*

. On th© issue of jobs and work discrimination

,

little has been accomplished, although there are some except ions',
For example,- in Chicago 200 additional Jobs for negroes have
been Secured at Motorola as well as Jobs. -with the railroads* In

jdan Francisco,, there has .been some- Similar success, -in Hew York, 1

there: is ’& serious struggle now for jobs for negroes in the
breweries-i Although recently 300 Job complaints wear© placed
before, the President' by leveread H1Z&, .there has been no mass
struggle on this issue.^

’

The Hegro summit conference will organize a real
struggle for .economic demands,, W@ Should not underestimate
achievements in this connection even if they are not always
visible* ' However, the job fight will not happen of itself and
conferences can ©yen result An very little or nothing if
there is no organization Oh lower levels and in each city* The
question is then how to translate conferences * decisions' into -

reality, The-.WAIJ? As. not -Just ' Xt must include all the
people* Ahti^cc^unlsi .inclusion clauses, like those in the
MbC, will mean little if there is a Struggle* There must be
local follow-ups to. draaatize the Job ..question, • They must
depend upon us ' not

,
as 1

Monday morning quarterbacks but as
initiators^

Following the
' delivered a

1

report;' on
*

' .In; essence.,.';

report, .by fcXGBS?$0T-,
_'

organizational problems of the CP,
report' was as, follows s .

This is not a full report*.. It is jiast for information. .

While we need to discuss .our fight for legality and our mass work,
we will limit discussioii ^here. to-, some .problems?and tasks*jT

:

'At the pirOSea^ -there is a gap between possibilities^ and
.the exist&g- Situation* We have had no growth of CP ambers'-;; ho

increase of '-the press.;...and no great increase in our v
?©ptions, we are not yet moving upward

you might Say .that
.

there is even some Stagnation, . We have
no real concentration and sometimes we drift and act only- with
spontaneity. All. of this could indicate a lack of confidence in -

•e* 3S **

Jo 6
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4b
:

a 1

the working class and the Party and. could be evidence of routinism,
Our way-out Is concentration, especially adong the workers,. both
Negro 5 and white, and the youth, All levels of Party organization
must participate in such concentration. We should concentrate in
three of the large Districts like Ohio, Michigan, and Illinois,
as? well as in the South and in Kentucky,; However, each District
needs concentration among the working class, both Negro and white,
and the youth,

.
We must find a greater role for the youth. We

Should develop a built-in plan for control and check-up,

V

At the present time there is a tug and pull in the Gjp,.

Some stress mass work and others stress use of muss organizations
and are influenced by the legal stains of the Party, We under-
estimate the possibility of left forms of Work in t^ass organiza-

'$
.

The public activity of the CP is better but i® still
..spotty. In some places mass work in accepted against left
of work. If the left is united, we can influence the
of the people in a progressive direction. Without left

forms,
.
the £P will be isolated i. The left forms of work are a

necesskry precondition for the breaking of isolation of the
CP* USA,. Some, however, fear that these left forms of work
would become substitutes for the Party. This would only be so if
there was no recruiting. There can beno recruiting for the CP
without concentration and the building up of left forms of work.
We msast have ..planned recruiting,, club by club. We need an inner

~

Party paper. Our cadre is a particularly critical area. !e need
young cadre and there are areas where -".we could, move forward, if we

‘ iut one or two leading cadre,. ' w© need a cadre training pro-
on a crash basis. *L '

-., we have plans; to reorganize the education
department into two parts, AS; tb the work of the National. Office,
splits, deaths, etc,., have .created

,
some problems.. But we do have

a few new faces like CAl^.vabd 1 $Ej»# we need more people
and operating commissions \ahdj {we>mus^ establish new ones. We
also need a clear division -Of! labor,-:, . Oftentimes there is too
much on -the shoulders of y,,^e\(^Xja6: '-ha.ve too many ad hoe

The organization; department ;is now preparing a study
and this will be concretized :0b i it$$' df' studies of the- Dis-
trict^. ‘ ThiS^shon&dujb© pf ‘ November and will

basis for a national d'ffiq© ,'report^

'

/ .«r
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1
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This, the &sst session of the fetioaal Beard meeting,
was concluded with a statement by &WS H^XiL to the following
effects

la view ©i tla© development® on ih© international scene,.
I want t© once again %,i§© the question of Party unity . We
should take car© as to how we report these, differences and he
careful that we do not stress th© differences* The enemy will
try to make an effort to utilise these differences to slander
the OP and ltd leadership fading comrades cannot be silent
partners at gatherings wh©r® the Party is being undermined,*^

The new €PQ editorial',, that is the on© which appears in
this morning’s "Mew '?€»?’,j Ttu&m s

n is important as it ’’crows of
victory” and of vindication by E®®i?HGaB¥ ,s downfall because he
had opposed the Peking line® Hsw will we present this to the
Party and explain if? There are some specific things w© need to
do* la the editorial, the CPC talks of XmtiSgCSSV's removal as
adefeat of ’’modern revisionism” and says that anyone who says
that ’’peaceful transition is possible,”' are traitors, etc. This
editorial is a mirror of the history of the international dis-
cussion® The Chinese repeat their pattern of three and four years
ago* They always torpedo agreements*\/C

What should oar reaction be tovfchis? Shouldfwe be
silent? Tomorrow the leftist sects will make this an issue.
If we are silent, it will add. to the confusion,. Wo ©anpot at this
point even take it for granted that our ‘own Party will understand.
1 favor the issue being met and that w© answer this editorial.
It affects all our work, the Party, and our couniryv^-

W© will take a® vet© on BT’s report and - just consider
if a continuation of tine discussion and* we will prepare a state-
ment . Subcommittee is working on the statement

3r -?
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our forces In our
help and then w© <

candidates'. p'rims

This
exert' influence

movement- needs our
the Consideration'- of

. ,

-

t and labor candi-

ausikfiad- ways to' involve' the entire CP membership
in this' struggl©i.\The left has never been so ' isolated 'as

:<

- were'
such groups as thosp around' the ’National --Cksardiah*” ' etc* : But

'

they. did -have an influence oil oar Cadre. AS a. result, we; were-
too Apologetic on th\ slogan '’©©feat CsSoidwaier- at All Costs o’*

'•

The results of our elections’could have been much' greater if not
''

for these influences <ss| these "leftists,,”' We have become victims
of our own demands. Wekacted in- the ssatmer of "wbat is possible?”
This -makes' us Seem' consebteativ© in the eyes of th© militant youth,,
W© confuse immediate desmnds’with longer' rang©' propaganda demands.;-'

WS -neglect the formnlatiolb of laws, ©tc. It would- give our' Party' -

a different image if W©- n*% use longer range propagandist demands;:

In summary., I
believe that the

*s report and I
is a good

essence*,
Basically, there are no differences
problem#’ raised’ which- can b© incorporated
Th© report -will be re«*writt©a to%aclud©
brought out during the -diSchssionlk In-

i' believe we should work up a .progrjim of
immediate steps to be. taken.

- At’ the -afternoon, session ©:

following individuals were in

’ MCE KLIM
JOE WORTH

spoke in summary,
good discussion.,
i there were some

in the' resolution. >/.

the ideas and suggestions
to the resolution,.

to someaction in

• The first
national situation

• 19, 1964, the

1

'VI ,

' J n .

.

oh the inter-
ns follows:

Job
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

• t
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

mm tutu, 4ew York
bfcCSttfcxtt f, 1V®4

Meeting by southern
Conference Educational fuaft., lac*

at feughkeepsxe, fctw tot*,
beceaber 3, 1964
Racial Matter

I ^ *ew York aiate Police,
aftviteft IHwclw <, lj>q» ( that tht evening of Peesaber 3,
tVbft, * aeating «m heift at the Seco*nft Baptist Church,
Poughkeepsie, Hew York, sponsored by tlM Southern Conference
taucatsonal fuaft, tm

•

(SC£f)* ifcc jaeeti&g was open to Ui»
puelie anft the tubjuctvae listen os ‘Vhat easily Gives Yeftsy in
the booth*

'

b6
b7C

speaker* were m* Slater it. king, listed as a lesfter
ah the Albany Moveaent, Albany, Goorgxa; kavsreoft Jaoi« A.
Milwr, 9mtoe, kte Camuoity Chutcii, Velparaiao, Florida,
a«A WxJLUmi H. Helxsh, eno in a news raises* wu describee as
Eastern kaprsaeotativv, jtt&t*

Appraaiastely AvHJ person* were in attenftance* Ihe
aeetiug Mi orMrty aeft no incidents or duttm*tnlti«n» securreft.

kaverend ieiluer spoke of Cl)* 'good people' in the south
and tout thair conscience was awakstuug. Mr. slater King related
that hi* wife, who wee five aontfcs pregnant, loot her baby ee the
result of * beating aftninistareft to her when she brought clothing
ftnft food to integration worker* who heft been arrested in Albany,
Georgia.

Mr* MftUeft relateft about hi* trip through the South
•aft the week toe SCIF wee doing in Louisiana in ehellenging the
subversion «s*ft anarchy lewe of that state. He also spoke of
hi* prifte in <u* eon Axil, who, of his own volition, haft

voluateareft to work m the South in presoting integration ana
voter regietration , asft who haft been staying in a freaftoe house
in Vicksburg, Mississippi,

Searched.

SOI.
Situ.
Indexed

filed

Tnis Qoou!»»r

reesromep^* ^

%
ot thu }':,]

x-ioy: it a.'/j i

b

contains neither
unit

' '*oa to your
- • - -jtents are

Trot to be distributed outside

^jx<^TO?3r" 7^6



3.2/7/64

AtlViBh

n %

botgtor, fbi. <157-6-34)

SAG, HEW YGUIC <157*092)

subjects hbee&g sfohsqreb m mmam co*®ge,
food, n:&* 9 at eobghseebsje,

HEtl YOE&> 12/ 3/>54

RACIAL MAT.TER- '
•

Attached are 3. cota of a- 12-24. concerning a. meeting in .

Poughkeepsie, BY, ©a the night of 12/3/64 sponsored by the

Southern Conference Educational Fuad. * lac. (SCEF).

tQ |

the Batches©

County Eman Relation Council* the Butchess County Council of

Churches* originally had been approached to sponsor the nesting*

but when XllUMM Ur i^EISEi had been indicated as a speaker,

the Batatas County Council of Churches withdraw* VQIM& SGGTT,

president of the Batches© County Chapter of the £3&ACP» originally

agreed to chair the meetings however, after conferring with the

now tori? office ©£ the BftAok withdrew.. The SCEF than succeeded

in getting thd [
The second baptist Church,

Vassar and sail Streets*Poughkeepsie* BY, to furnish the meeting

place.

According to
| |

investigator* How York

State Police, who is assigned to a cpbcial squad, and who was

in attendance at the meeting, BEATER KHJG referred to ^Brother

HOOPER” who in all his years as head of the FBI had never

publicly need abusive language about any criminals or hoodlums,

but who saw fit to be abesiye to i&UJSTH ESTHER &3£6* He also

quoted Mr. HODVER as saying the FBI could not ^at-nurse" all

J3 - Bureau (Enc. 8) (EM)

F<Y 100-153735
1 - HP IS7-1272-

S

ub D)
1 - BY XG0-SO294 ^
1 - Hew York

imtsrnh (8)

/ 6>.S vj >3 73 r

D (47)
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w® young people vdio went Into the South to help in integration,
end commented that when three ofithose young people are
murdered, it becomes more than a matter of Just wet-nursing.

prior to mm MKJJH woe oberteard
speaking to a Negro woman snpayi*® that he had been
a do©* friend and neighbor of yzstttttl B, &. W £QIS,
and tost upon m BOXS' deaths the county of Ghana had
paid for fdr. UgLlsira transportation to me funeral in order
mat He could Oliver the eulogy for fir. BO JBOXS. He
stated this request tmd been mad* by fir , SO BoiS in his will

.

A review of the HfO indites failed to reveal any
information identifiable with Rsv. JAW A. zellMBR.

The source mentioned in wm is I

This film la classified '^ort^Steitfia^L-tecause
it contains infomation furnished by| land
confidential sources used in character!zations, the
unsumoriaad disclosure of which would hinder the
national defense.



In Reply, Please Refer to MtfW YoW , MCW \OJ*K
FUeNo- pecsettler It

Bu iut)-loopyo

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 12-02-2011

Re; Martin Luther Kin** Jr.

Security Matter - C

i;n December i, & conridentlal^aFburc*, mo
n&e furnianed reliable Information in the Beat, advised that
Bay&ra Ruetln {organizer of the March op, WaningWn) was An
contact with on*| Iq£ Louden^ gnaland , on tnat
data. fne contact, the source a«l|b"wHe in regard to the

vialt of Martin Lutner King (fraKaant of the Southern
Christian Leadership Cenferencpf in London, grtgland, mile
en route tu Norway to recaiva/the Model Priae. Rustin too*
the opportunity to ocvlael | that King was- scheduled to
arrive in London at Sn# js.w. . December p, i«M.

/
1 in ;4&«aaentir»g on a statement that King

wea to make when he jrtrrived in London, told Rugtin to &aa
King to include in liia statement words to the effect that no
was ’ linking the peace issue end the race issue with our
South African work and nia American work.'* Ruatin said in
reply, that he we* putting in hia statement tne three great
problem* i tne atruggle for pease, the struggle /or human
dignity for tne negro, and the war on poverty. Rustm aaid
King would link 'our dvuth and your South Airies at that
point of hit statement.

In concluding their contact, Ruatin told
taat ui people would accompany King on nia trip.

-b6

b7C

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendation*
nor eoneiuaions oi tne rdl . it ia the
property of the >Bl e**a ia loaned to your
agency; it and ita contents are not to oe
distributed outside your agency.



HerUn Luther King, Jr,
Security Better

C

In "fne Saturday evening Tout", Issue of July 11 -

iis, X9&4, page "{&, fittyard Rustln is tr*e subject
of e feature Article aaptlenedt the Lone wolf
of Civil Rlgnts*. la it, Roetin 1* said to
hav* aoe* to Mew Y«pk in 193U, a* an organiser
for the Young Comnaaiet League (YCL), and aw
seen, he had the job «4 recruiting students far
tne “Party , purttisneore , the article reports
tnat daring his first years in Mew York, Austin
gave scat of his earnings to the ''Party*. He
reportedly l«rt the *Party" in 19LI, the article
•tales.

the YCL has seen designated pursuant to
Executive order 104i>0.

The 'tally Woraer ,i

. February 11, 1997, page 1
column ?, reported that Bayard Ruetin* fcxeeufcive
secretary , war Reeistere League, was an observer
et the loth national Convention of the
Coaaaniet Party, United states of America
<CP, 03A) # held in Hew York City,on
February9~12, 1937 ,

Toe v
Pally Homer’ wes en Last Coast Cowamist

publication until it ceased publication on
January 13, ly.O.

A confidentisl source, who has furnished reliable
informstidn in the past, advised on September 2$,
19e3» tnat during a abating of the National
Board, CP, UdA, on that date, Benjamin J.
Levis reaatteed tost, Ruetin eaiie at constantly—
openly.

Another confidential source, who na* furnished
reliable information in tne past, advised on
February 19, 2», 1<&4, that Beyard Host in
contested Benjamin J. Lavis on those dates
and sought his advise as to now ne could escape



Art Martin Latter Kin*. Jr*
Stoarity Hotter - C

froB * apaaiclna mv^«K«wrnt to wtion ft# was
eonalttad. On the l&tter eontaot, Davta told
ftuatia taut rue «aa twrajas an hit raquaat and
had aontacteo frtanda aho had aintsota aitn tn#
grojp to which Roatin was to apaak,

A eoandantiti »our#a, who ft** fumiaoto
raJUahla inf'onaatlon In tha past, advia*d on
January 21, 19&4, tnat aa or that data,
atfljaialn J. Davla waa National d#«r#fcary
of tha CP, M.
"Tha Maw Yor* Ti*t*% Aogaat 2k, i9ok, pa*# Sr?,

column 4, raport* that B*nj*mln J. Davit,
Motional d*oratory, CP, J3A, diad la Jf«w Pork
City on the ni*ut of Au*u*t 22, lyo4.
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12/7/b*

AlRTti.

to : pi»scroH, 4>bi (ioo-ioo6ru)

FROM l 3AC, tit* YORK (lOO-i^c>c^)

SUBJECT ? MARTIN LUTHMM KINO, Jr.
3M-C

Ke NY teletype dated 12/3/6** > 3<

conoarnliy a conversation of 0AY*R£ RU3TIN and
of London, iinglanc.

Snolo#«4 are six copie# of a letterhead memorandum
captioned and da tad a# above.

irta source who furnished the information used An
the letterhead memorandum was NY 42i2-o*.

Jo 6

b7C

Tne sources who characterised BAYAftB RUdTiN were
NY 2jji5si~*»* ana NY 4212-S*. l‘ne source who furaisned the b7D

characterisation of benjamin J, panu was I [

This letterhead mumorsno an la classified ' scxrrwz
because 16 contains information from NV 4212-3*, a source
wn© has famithed hl&nly sensitive infurination with respect
to toe racial situation la the NY area and the Communist
infiltration thereof, in oraer to protect the source, tnl#
elassiflc&fcion is utilise©.

m-

B

ureau (100~10oo/o) (&uci, o) (HK)
(1 -100-442329 ) (CtfcK)

2-Atlanta {100-^bo> (MARTIN LUTHER
(1-I00~6u70) (CIRM)

U0Q-4o729) (BAYARL RU3TIN) (42am (100-1337$;?) (CIRM) {h2)
1-NY llQO-lJk'&s) (KINO, JR.) (*<2)
JMKtrav

( 10 )

/O u '/S3 ) 3i J
(a.acl « 2) . fRi* )





In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No,

m
UNITED STATES ^DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

S3

Bu 157-1676 New York, New York
December 8, 1964

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUID

E

DATE 12-02-2011

Re-: Mississippi Summer Project
Racial Matters

u „
December 3, 1964, a confidential source, who

x. reliable information in the past, advised
that Bayard Rustin Organizer of

j
he March

^
on Washington)

Ml t.H Phonetic) of. Connecticutwas in contact
on that date.

|

|a.pprisea
r

Rustin of changes in”the
Mississippi brancn or the Student Nonviolent Coordinating

.(SNQC-) .— .He said there was' a now leadership composedof three;.
|

[ (LaS t Nam* T.Tni™£Wn \

ah<2 Name Unknown)..—FuFEKemoi^l
+*V\/”\ v> t.r jJ - . . I

—
. " ** / •*• '*•* VAiU iUV/JL

Dethenew program director, according td

]
said that he had been talking to colleges^ ,1— 1

- ~ v vcxxn.xii^ uu uuxJLeges
’e^iyMfeCrJiu ng the Council of Federated Organizations
and was at Harvard on December 2, 1964, and was to speakau *aie on December 3-, 1964 .

’

Rustin said he had •panantiy with
f at which timJ

‘ received a hint of v„<-
3 he

1 -»— V-TJLv OXiCtllj

that they were already effective.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it andits contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

SEC
Croup
Exclu
down
decl&ssific

/od-
Searched..

Serialized-

ieo.
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Re.: Mississippi Summer Project
Racial Matters

ana ns
inevitable defeat.

Iremarked that he heard
speak at Harvard on the night of December 3, 1964',
drew the conclusion that I I was certain of

With regard to his appearances at various
said he had seven more to visit.

Ill

QO?‘^e^g3,
[

i said he had seven more to visit, and
asked Rustin wnat line he should take. He said at one time

to g° to Mississippi and, when
we aid get them, we sent them with proper education -

and. if they goWithnnf;
the

JcJaa- proper education, they will only be helping
crowd .

"

Rustin agreed with commenting thatt J,
p vuuuv UUJ.1 \JlXCX \s

he was in a very difficult position and suggested that’ he
‘b

3 a
i
on® doing the best he could until January, 1964.at which time a few of us" can get together and decide

something.

Rustin said the National Association for the
£5

va
*
r
L
cem

f
!nt of Colored People (NAACP) Board, would discuss

^5L M
^
s
?
issi

?£}
situation on January 4, 1965 . He said the

official position higher up" in the NAACP was to pull out
(out of COPO) but, that John Avis would fight it.

According to Rustin, on the last two days of
January, 1965 , all of the responsible Negro leadership will

ky a * Philip Randolph' (President of theNegro American Labor Council, NALC). When the agenda for thismeeting was being prepared, the NAACP wanted to list on theagenda a full discussion of COPO.

2

b6
-b7C



Re: Mississippi Summer Project
Racial Matters

Rustin said with regard to the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) , Martin Luther King has been
persuaded by him (Rustin) to remain in COFO. Furthermore,
King had agreed to place more responsible people and money
into COFO.

In concluding their contact, Rustin advised
I
to try and "muddle" through the situation for

now, and educate where he could, but cautioned him not
to reveal the entire set up just now.

« -3-
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Re: Mississippi Summer Project
Racial Matters

In "The Saturday Evening Post", issue of July Il-

ia, 1964, page. 76 , Bayard Rustin is the subject
of a feature article captioned: "The Lone Wolf
of Civil Rights". In it, Rustin is said to
have come to New York in 1938, as an organizer
for the Young Communist League (YCL), and as
such, he had the job of recruiting students for
the "Party". Furthermore, the article reports
that during his first years in New York, Rustin
gave most of his earnings to the "Party". He
reportedly left the "Party" in 1941, the article

states

.

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The "Daily Worker", February 11, 1957, page 1

column 2, reported that Bayard Rustin, Executive
Secretary, War Resisters League, was an observer
at the loth National Convention of the
Communist Party, United States of America
(CP, USA), held in New York City, on
February 9-12, 1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist
publication until it ceased publication on
January 13, 1958.

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on September 25,
1963 , that during a meeting of the National
Board, CP, USA, on that date, Benjamin J.

Davis remarked that, "Rustin calls me constantly-'
openly .

"

Another confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
February 19, 20, 1964, that Bayard Rustin
contacted Benjamin J. Davis on those dates



Re: Mississippi Summer Project
Racial Matters

and sought his advice as to how he could escape
from a speaking engagement to which he- wa's
committed. On the latter contact, Davis told
Rustin that he was working on his request and
had contacted friends who had contacts with the
group to which Rustin was to speak.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
January 21, 1964, that as of that date,
Benjamin J . Davis was National Secretary
of the CP, USA.

"The New York Times", ‘August 24, 1964, page 27,
column 4, reports that Benjamin J. Davis,
National Secretary, CP, USA, died in New York
City on the night of August 22, 1964.



FBI

f

Date : 12/8/64

Transmit the following in
, „

(Type in plain- text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI '(157-1676)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (157-1175)

SUBJECT: MISSISSIPPI SUMMER PROJECT
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed are six copies of a letterhead memorandum
captioned and dated as above.

The source of the information in the letterhead
memorandum was NY 4212-S*.

The sources who characterized BAYARD RUSTIN were
NY 2359-S* and NY 4212-S*,

was.
The source who characterized BENJAMIN J. DAVIS b7D 1

16 ,

4-Bureau (157-1676) (Enel. 6)
(1-100-442529) (CIRM)

2-Atlanta (Enel. 2) (RM)
(1-100-

) (SNGC

)

2-Jackson (Enel. 2) (157-
(1-157- ,) (COFO) •

(Enel. 1) (Info)1-New Haven
&-New York.
rNew York

['-New York

JMK : rmv
(13)

(RM)

) (SNCC).(RM)

100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTIN)’ (4
100-153735) (CIRM) (42)
157-1175) (42)

be
hi C



NY 157-1175

The files of the NYO were reviewed as to the
Identities ofl

[ however ^ the file review failed to
furnish sufficient identifiable information to document these
names

.

LEAD

JACKSON DIVISION

b 6

bl

Will attempt to identify the above from
information in your files.

This letterhead memorandum is classified "-Secreir"
because it contains information from NY 4212-S*, a source
who has furnished highly sensitive information with regard
to the racial situation in the NY area and the Communist
infiltration thereof. In view of the need to protect this
highly placed source, this classification is used.

-2 -



Optional Form No» 10
UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM ^

TO'* SACj SAN ANTONIO (100-7631) DATE t 12/8/6H

FROMs SA Bo E 0 DEFFENBAUGH, JR„

RE t CP
,
USA

SOUTHERN REGION
SAN ANTONIO DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 11/12/64 furnished the writer an oral
report which' was subsequently transcribed and thereafter
authenticated hv the Informant or) 11/16/64 0 This report is
located in

| [
and ’contains the following

informations-.

1-100-7631 I
|

1-100-7232
1-100-9378
1-100-9774
1-100-242-Sub 2 (SECURITY MEASURES)
1-100-9558 (PASO)
1-100-242-Sub 20 (MASS 0RG«

>

1-157-2 72 ( CORF. n SAN ANTONIO BRANCH) (CREEDEN)
1-157- 340 \ \

'1-15 7-94 ( RMj, . GENERAL)
1-15 7-9 4-Sub 1 (RM-9 SAN ANTONIO)
l-i00-7050 (FUNDS)
1-100-242-Sub 6 (POLITICAL ACT 0 )

1-100-242-Sub 17' (EDUCATION)
1-100-242-Sub 8 (DOMESTIC ADM 0 ISSUES)
i-100-9784 ( DCA)
1-100-242-Sub 11 (YOUTH MATTERS) (CARLSON)
1-10.0-9845 (CIRM)
1-100-9700 (U 0 S e VS CP)

’

1-100-8921 (CP PROSo 9 STATE OF TEXAS)
1-100-7260 (P &- P)
1-105-2413 ("ALL POINTS OF VIEW"»
1 -|
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100-The Catholic. Worker) K

3-San Francisco (RM)
,( 1-100
i( 1-1100
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1-Albuquerque (100=2711 DCA) (RM.)
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Source advised that
as the
has been a

copt: imies
He

m San
1957 9 to theAntonio from at least 'July

present time 0 He continues his efforts to
strengthen the CP in this area. \

been a I

at- Ipaet .TiiT %t

on the
of the CP of Texa s from'

]
has

He has been
[ of Texas from at least

February » 1958 n In January
9 196.2 9 the

1 and its offices were
technically abolished $, however % it was
agreed the committee and its officers would
continue to function,' and has
cbntinued to- do 'so to the present time 0

NY 694-5* (1/7/60)

Source advised that on that date .JAMES'

E

0

JACKSON
9 Secretary of Negro and Southern

Affairs R CP n USA» identified!
as a l

~1
-ut s

USA, and in Texas

o

(9/19/63) b7D

be
b7C

be
b7C

b7D

'Source advised that the Political. Association
of Spanish-Speaking Organizations (PASO)
is an organization formed .in about 1960
which today has chapters throughout the
State of Texas-o Its primary purpose is
the political education of individuals of
Latin American descent and .it is not tied
to either the Republican or the Democratic
Party

o

San Antohdb- cannot properly characterize other
individuals mentioned in this report 0

8
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, CHICAGO DATE: 12/10/64

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
(00: NY)

On 11/17/64, NY 2362-S*, who has furnished reliable
Information in the past, advised on above date that a meeting
of leading CP functionaries was held at CP Headquarters, New
York City. The meeting appeared to be a preliminary discussion
prior to the meeting of the National Board, CPUSA, which was
scheduled for the following day.

In attendance were the following:

GUS HALL be

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT ' b?c

GIL- GREEN
UY LUMER
CARL WINTER
HENRY WINSTON
ROBERT THOMPSON

3 -

3 -

2 -

2 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

Chicago (info) (RM)
(1 - 100-

)
(GIL GREEN).

(l - 100- ) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
Detroit (info) (RM)
(1 - 100-

) (CARL WINTER)
(l - 100- • ) (HELEN WINTER)
Los Angeles (lnfaL_LBM) .

(1 - 100- ) <

San Francisco (Info ) ( RM) ~

(l - 100- 51
I

New York (100-8WW I IWJN M
New York (100-128255) I

New York (100-13472) (biL GREEN} (42)’

Lll1 Oi2 )

42)
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1 - New York (100-80641) (42)
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l
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New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New .York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

•2 )

[100-105078) (HY LUMER) (42)
100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (4:

(97-169 ) (PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS)
:iOO-l6785) (JAMES JACKSON) (42)
100-80644) (CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS) (42)

(100-80633 )
(CPUSA-EDUCATION ) "(42)

(1OO-97167 ) ("POLITICAL AFFAIRS") (42)
(100-269) (HENRY WINSTON) (42)

(100-153735 ) (CIRM) (4ft)

100-86624) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (42)
100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (42)
(100-148624) (AIMS) (41) , ,

flOO-88297 )
(CPUSA-CULTURAL ACTIVITIES) (42)

;iOO-25907) (V-J. JEROME)
100-135264)
[l00-87432

v

100-89590
(100-4478I
[100-93665
LOO-15828
(100-80643
100-9595)

(
100-32826
100-13444^
.100-11715^)
100-r16021'
100-13473
(100-84275

INDUSTRY)

CPUSA- WOMEN 1 3 MATTERS ) (42)
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(42)
[JIM ALLEN) (42

!

[JOE NORTH) (42)
\ I (41)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON) (42)

t (42)
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (42)

100-56) (MIKE DAVIDOW) Wl .

100-89691) (CPUSA-DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES) (42)
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|
opened the meeting by saying that b7c

he would like to take up the personnel question, but
that he had so much regarding the various districts
that the matter could not be fully discussed today.

GUS HALL stated that he would like to comment
with regard to the question of assignments. He said
he would like to make a couple of suggestions with regard
to the Center (National Office). He said the most urgent
task is to find some work for GIL (GREEN). He noted that
GIL could fill many posts and that this creates a problem.
He said there is the question of "The Worker" and the
reassigning of Comrade JACKSON (JAMES) with GIL becoming
the Editor. He said there was some questions raised in
connection with taking over the legislative and political
action field, and thirdly the question of educational work
with specific responsibility with regard to the youth
cadre.

HALL elaborated that in his opinion the most
important field is the educational work because in many
ways it is most crucial for the future of the party. He
said they must consider a massive program and approach to
the training of cadre, especially yoiith. A few years ago
we did not have the youth around us to train, but now for
some time that has not been the problem. We do have youth
around, but we are not training them. He said it. was
impractical to think that HY (LUMER) could handle that
responsibility as well as his other responsibilities regard-
ing "Political Affairs" and other general political assign-
ments. HALL said it was his thinking that in the coming
period GIL (GREEN) should take on two specific assignments
as a major task as well as other political assignments*
such as the rest of us carry out.

Continuing HALL remarked that he would like to
put the Party Program on a full-time basis, and that

to come in
UiL Oft this' question

.

after the first of the year ask
for a month or two to work with
Secondly, that GIL should take the educational field in
hand and develop the kind of cadre training and program
that it calls for.

i>6

b7C
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HALL said there is also the question of WINNIE’S

(HENRY WINSTON) assignments. WIN89S2N has without formal

discussion taken on a number of very important assignments

and has been most help'ful. HALL stated that because of

the legal problems 11 we do not raise it now" but more and.

more we have an understanding that WINNIE acts like a

National Chairman. HALL said that WINNIE should continue

giving the attention that he has in the organizational
field and WINSTON himself would like to continue in the

area of press and circulation problems. HALL also stated

that a third area -of responsibility WINSTON has would be 'x

the question of the Negro Commission. HALL noted that- I

when CLAUDE (LIGHTFOOT) is in Chicago* WINSTON can follow
J

i

through on many questions. \

In concluding his remarks HALL said that he would

continue in the area that he has given more and more time

to, that is international relations or whatever you wish
to call it. He said that as far as the Secretariat is

concerned, CARL (WINTER) and GIL (GREEN) are both considered
to be members.

CLAUDE (LIGHTFOOT) remarked that political action
and legislative work is going to be one of our prime activ-

ities. He suggested that a division of work should be
planned between HALL and WINSTON, and that the two of them
should work closely together,

HALL in answer to LIGHTFOOT stated that he was^

most anxious . concerning the educational question. He said

that they must approach "The Worker" on the idea of change

and for bettering him, but not on the basis of changing the

editorship at the present time. He said there should be

further discussion on "The Worker" at a later date in
efforts to determine how it can be improved upon.

HALL stated that HY (LUMER) will continue as

Editor of "Political Affairs" as well as his other general
political assignments. He said that HELEN (WINTER) has
done a good job solving some of our knotty problems. He
felt that she would be extremely helpful in the organization-

al and personnel field.

- 3 -
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GIL GREEN commented that with regard to the
educational field HELEN (WINDER) could do a better job
than he could. He said that he did not intend to be
"bottled up" at 23 West 26th Street, but rather would
prefer to get out and see people.

Continuing, GREEN stated that with regard to
the Party Program the leadership has to get together in
order to find a common approach. He said that he would
take the assignment, but there was alot more to it than
just organizing classes and concluded by remarking that
he did not believe that they had made a breakthrough with
regard to youth.

HY LUMER noted that because of his assignment
oh "Political Affairs" he has not been able to do any
serious work in the educational field even though it was
a most worthwhile undertaking. He. noted that they do not
have any organized program at the present time and that
the classes and schools are run in a "very haphazard
manner."

LUMER stated that seminars and forums are important
segments in the educational field. He noted that the Education-
al Director would go far beyond just the educational field.
He stated that BETTY (GANNETT) took all the editing and
technical work with regard to "Political Affairs" and that
if he were relieved of his educational . work, "Political
Affairs" could be dovetailed in with other work. He also
noted that BETTY (GANNETT) unofficially runs the New York
school.. He concluded his remarks by saying that he agreed
with the comments made by GIL with regard to the program,
and said there was a need for a program committee in order
to set up a program for education.

CARL WINTER commented that AIMS. (American
Institute for Marxist Studies) has to be brought under
the direction of this body. . .He said the same is true
with regard to "our publishing houses" and other fojtfms

that are chaotic now. He noted that there was no central
plan or purpose and this would be the job that GIL needs
to do as Educational Director.
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Continuing, WINTER remarked that he doubted
the wisdom of "GIL and I in the Secretariat." He noted
that it caused the Secretariat to get too big and become
more like a board. He said there was a need for a flexible
Secretariat in order. to operate.

HENRY WINSTON commented that what CARL has
said remains the key question and would suggest that they
do not put the question of change, in "The Worker." He
said "The Worker" is hot JIM'S cup of tea (JAMES JACKSON).
He indicated that a change here would creat problems, but
that the basic changes in "The Worker" have to be made in
terms of content > length of articles, layout and the like.

He said there is no question what GIL could do,
but that he should not be proposed at this time. (Apparently
referring to GREEN'S taking over as Editor of "The Worker.")
WINSTON stated further that the educational, work proposal
is good. He stated that "Political Affairs" is an organ
of the National Committee of the Party, the National Board
of the Party sets policy and education will be the heart of
our work.

WINSTON inquired whether it viould not be wise to
establish a resident board for the Party to meet weekly
as a small Secretariat. The Secretariat could meet weekly
and the board every two weeks. WINSTON concluded his .

remarks by. saying that he would like .to work with the *1

organization and Negro Commissions plus the circulation
\

of "The Worker." *

GUS HALL noted that they had many problems to
resolve and noted that there has been much duplication of
efforts with regard to the various commissions. He said
efforts must be made to untangle this. In commenting in
regard to the Cultural Commission he said JEROME (V. J.

)

be in charge of it,, but that he would be part of a
collective however. J

GIL GREEN commented that he did not want to be
rushed into anything, but rather he would prefer to think
about it for a time.

- 5 -
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HAT.T, said that he would like to propose that

they consider! Ifoossiblyl I as the Foreign
Editor. HALL said that he can travel, writes baldly
and speaks Russian. HALL also commented that

| |

I speaks French and Spanish and they should consider
her for Latin America. .

.

stated that there has been some

discussions on the heed to establish functioning commissions

in order to draw more people into the work and add greater

initiative in many fields. He noted that both he. and WINSTON

have spent a considerable amount of time on how to proceed.

He said that the "org Ed" Commission has been meeting
monthly. The main problem is to improve quality of the

xrork. The "org Bu" has a membership and has been function-

ing once a week, but again it is a question of the quality

of the work. He noted that CARL (WINTER) is working, on
the re-establishing of a commission. (Apparently referring
here to the Trade Union Commission.)- The Youth Commission
is functioning once a month, but there was a need for
replacements. I felt that he should remain on this

commission, but nop on the Executive cnmmi ttee . Appartently

in referring to the Youth Commission, I
|stated that it

would be good if every third or fourth meeting a person from

the Midwest and the Farwest could, attend. He said the West

Coast had proposed that they would finance a person to

attend these meetings.

i -i
Informant advised that GUS HALL interrupted

| |
to remark that it should not be necessary for the

Commission (Youth Commission) to meet in New.York all

the time, HALL agreed that an individual from the Midwest
and Farwest could come in on occasion to attend these
meetings, HENRY WINSTON commented that with regard to
the budget, it could be worked out. HAIL, at this point
remarked that it has to be worked out in order for the
commission to have a national character. He also commented
that the youth can use a cheaper form of transportation.

b6
b7C

be
b7C
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I then continued and commented on the
Negro Trade Commission. He said it is a functioning
commission and the proposal is that Comrade PATTERSON
be made Chairman.

LIGHTFOOT then remarked that he would like to

propose that the districts on the Eastern seaboard should
come in to attend these meeting^. He said he would also
like to propose that they put two or three people on the

commission from San Francisco and Los Angeles. LIGHTFOOT
said he would like to think in details oi

coming in at least twice a year rather than|

rather thanl

Sn3

HALL suggested that perhaps they might rotate.

He also said he was wondering why this commission has a

steering committee. Informant advised that apparently
no one answered HALL’S question with regard to the steering
committee

.

bo
b7C

| said he would next like to comment
with regard to- the defense and civil liberties. He said
they were the last committees to be established and it is

his understanding that they have not met for a long period

of time. Ifelt that the question here was to establish
a fresh commission and thatl I

might be placed
on the commission and serve as secretary.

HENRY WINSTON said he would like to ask what
,! our'

! position is With regard to )•
HALL apparently in answer to WINSTON'S question commented
that ARNOLD (JOHNSON) was going to meet with her.

CLAUDE LIGHTFpOT_CQmmented that if it was
necessary to get rid oil then they should go ahead
and do iti GUS HALL replied that she *»as a member of the
National Committee and that they have not removed her.

HALL noted that if you Wished to remove her (from the
National Committee) then others become involved, so that
"you can’t just remove her." HALL indicated that[ ICUl'O JUOU rciliyvu UCl « HldUJU vuwwj

I

|
might be dravjn into the picture and in this manner

JLinu a 1 solution

.

- 7 -
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|
next discussed the Latin American

Commission.. He- indicated that they did not name a
Chairman or Secretary, but that JOE BRANDT itfas to pull
it together but never did. Informant advised that at
this poinl| lutilized the added security of the
blackboard as to the Chairman of this commission, but
that this information was not available to the informant.

Discussion was had concerning the Women's
Commission and it was stated there was a need for a
Chairman and Secretary. GUS HALL suggested that they
consider HELEN (WINTER) as she. exhibited a great deal
of interest oh this question a year ago.

|
|stated that with regard to the Cultural

Commission it has been proposed that V. J. (JEROME) bring
in proposals and be Chairman, HY LUMER said that he would
take the responsibility to talk to V. J. about accepting
the responsibility of being Chairman, but that he was
reluctant to do so, • HENRY WINSTON apparently in answer
to HY LUMER' s comment about his reluctance to speak to
JEROME stated that they have to remove Subjectiveness from
the Party especially so on the national level.

LUMER commented that he still does not feel that
it will function organizationally with him as Secretary,
to which WINSTON replied that they should get it going
first and then see.

. LIGHTFOOT said that he agreed with WINNIE that
they must try it adding "we got nothing there- notv.

"

RUBIN said that in the Ed Committee (Educational)
HY (LUMER) is Chairman. In literature and publications
WILL (WEINSTONE) is Chairman, He indicated that additional
members were HY (LUMER), JIM ALLEN, JOE NORTH, and I I

from the bookstore I 1 He said that in public relations
there -is ARNOLD (JOHNSON), ! ~l
MIKE DAVIDOW and a guy in professional.

- 8 -
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I I then discussed trade unions.. CARL (WINTER)
interrupted to state that he would want to propose a assail
body that would meet twice a month and call special con-
ferences by industry or regions.

Informant advised that due to the added security
of the blackboard further discussion on this point was hot
available

.
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GIL GREEN next discussed an election document
which he apparently was preparing. He stated that the
situation in the ranks of the left is not good. Not
withstanding a growing ferment among thinking people,
a growing realization of what has been termed "The
triple - Revolution" will require answers more fundamental
than that approached by any previous generation. He
said that the left finds itself weak, fragmented and all
too often at odds with itself. The long period of
McCarthyite persecution has also left insidious marks
and past left errors still cast long shadows through
which it is often difficult for some to see how
tremendously great have been the left contribution to
American life.

A new left is arising, one that will have
digested all the lessons of the past, positive and
negative and apply these to the new times and the
new conditions of struggle.

In this election campaign the CP played a very
important role. It helped bring clarity and unity to the
ranks of the left and made huge contributions to the
victory that came. Seeing the danger of the ultra right
Tang before the brazen coup d*etat at the Cow Palace,
the CP was prepared for the specific nature of the 1964
election struggle as it developed. However, those sections
of the left which had ridiculed the idea of a ultra right
menace were caught completely unaware of the ultra right
bid for power. .. .The time for discussion in the ranks of
the left Is' here for evaluation, representing clarity, i&ftd.unity.
Every section of the left knows that a basic regrouping
is indispensable and is inevitable. The day will come
when socialist minded people, trade unionists and progressive
generally will have a major electoral party of their own
representing their combined interests and not ibhat of5

state capitol.

-10-
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GREEN stated that the regrouping talcing - ;

place is still within the _ refraraework of the institutionalized
two party system. So long as the people see a concrete
tangible difference between the two parties, they will
continue to cast their votes for the one which is somewhat
better, or to.put it another way somewhat less worse.

Now that the elections are over the responsibility
of the left is to achieve clarity as to their meaning and
lessons In addition to the past, .the- most: ^immediate-
mas s' question is a need to press for the further
reduction of world tensions and an end to the Cold War
against the Soviet Union-China and Cuba.

GREEN said that he would also list a number
of domestic matters. He admitted that the document
he was preparing was perhaps too long and very likely
there was a lot that he had left out, but that he had
wanted to present his basic ideas for fuller discussion.

Following the reading of GREEN* s document,
GUS HALL commented that it was a basis for a good document
and suggested that it be used primarily as a rough draft.

HENRY WINSTON commented that the draft appeared
to him to be good, but felt that the whole question of
the left should be made much sharper. He inquired as to what
was the left that GREEN deferred to. He asked are you
talking about socialist fofces or are you talking as you
put it, somethirgnew that is arising. WINSTON noted that
Trotskyites "P.L." (Progressive Labor Movement) also
spoke of the left, but their concept has nothing to do
with the CP. He said "we" conceive all this left as not
being isolated from this new development, but as part of
the help to facilitate it.

- 11 -
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GUS HALL took exception to GREEN'S remark
that the state of the left is not good. halt, said
that .inr one penae it is true, but that the left did
play an outstanding role In the Negro liberation movement
in this election. He felt that a misunderstanding might
arise if it were phrased in that manner.

ROBERT THOMPSON commented that the document
was too long and felt that long documents of this type
when handed out at meetings never get read.

The discussion closed with|
|
commenting

that perhaps they could say the left m the US has new
vitality and life. He recommended taking the positive
viewr^ and then say the lack of unity and internal problems
come within. that framework. GIL GREEN closed the
meeting by stating that it would best be handled in the
manner referred to by Meeting adjourned.

-12-
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SAC, HEW YORK

SA (46)

ERDINE ANTONSEN
SM-C

Identity of Source

Description of info Miscellaneous info re
ERDINE ANTONSEJ.

Date Received 11/19/64

Original Located

A copy of informant's report follows:
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1
1
1
1
i

l

- New York
- New York j.uu-142520
- New York 100-152309
- New York 100-147652
- New York 100-152320
S*

New York 100-153249
* New York 100-153735
- New York 100-54303

YJSspoc
( 8 )
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COMUfFIL, s.i. CORE) (4l)
(cm) (42)

SERIALI^P^^^ffisfrrT
196#-^
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On November 13# 1964, a meeting of some members
of the Staten Island Chapter. CORE, was held in a nrlntimr
shop operated by| Staten
Island, New York.

The meeting had been called by,
,

to discuss the future of the Freedom School operated under
the auspices of CORK- Among -khnWA nr^aant af. fHo v>~

we
and fjiarneu daughter.

|
said that the Freedom School had not worked

out the way sne thought it would. The children who attend
the school on Saturday mornings, go to their regular school
5 days a week, and evidently have little interest on going
to school on Saturday.

said, that she is interested in older pupils
and would like to have the same type of school for young
adults. The teachers and subjects taught would be the same
as for the smaller children. The students would study about

j

Other countries and their forms of government. According to
it would be named the International Educational Club..

be
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(information furnished by informant, as
reflected above, is set forth exactly as
furnished, except for necessary corrections
in spelling and punctuation.

)

NY COHB 11/22/64 Vest 125th Street
5 Columbia University Students
Photograph Harlem

Sunday morning, lOtOO, there were five students from
Columbia university to photograph Harlem. *mev t-.n m*»t. &t
New York CORE, 125th Street office. [of
New York CORE Youth Group, arrived Iclte, at about 11:45. Ttiere
was only one Columbia university student out of the five that
was supposed to be there and this student was not from the US,
but from some other country. This student was white, This
student was there until about 12:00.

Two more people came in the office. A. Negro fellow
came to go to the demonstrodd-csi in Tenafly, New Jersey, but
di<bi;t know the demonstration was cancelled, a girl came in,^U£l 6lrl ?-J U I She is in charge of
the office, paid the five Columbia University students
would probably set up another time.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

New
Fl^DE^.AL INVESTIGATION

December Il> 1964

NY 157 J.OJM

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12-02-2011

Re: Proposed Boycott of New York
City Schools by -City-Wide Committee
for Integrated schools
February, 1965-
Racial Matters

An article in the- .'Sunday News,. December 6, 1964, page
90, set forth information Concerning the above proposed
boycott. The following is quoted from the article:

"The Citywide Committee for Integrated Schools
plans to force the closing of some ’segregated 1 junior high
schools* and some Of the special 600 schools next month, the
Rev. Mi-lton A. Gaiamison, leader of two school boycotts,
reported, yesterday.

"Previously the committee had announced plans to
boycott 31 ’Segregated’ 1 junior highs and most of the 23
special 600 schools* Which are fOf- disturbed youngsters,
beginning Feb* 3.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor Conclusions of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) ; It is the property of
the FBI and is. loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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Indexed—
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Proposed Boycott 'of New Ydffc 'City
Schools toy Gity^Widt for
intO^Mted Schools* February* lf&£r

M*BUt. several Will f^ut down before Feb. 3/'
GalainisOn said yesterday v

;»Wd have .done the’ preparatory-
work at some of the schools;*

"The 14 organizStidhi cdftstit'dtirig the Citywide
Committee will enjoy autonomy;* he explained, bo in all
boroughs except Staterr

;
Tsiah'd SOmie Of the outfits may

decide to boycott an elemehtary gather thah a- .junior or
senior high. He refused to- disoiose what Schools will be
made the targets. .

"Additionally,, the: toiergyman, disclosed, the
committee has lodged a hew demand with the Board of . Education.
Some 200 Negro and Puerto Rican teachers should be promoted
‘immediately 1 to supervisory positions the Committee said."

A confidential source,, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, on November 12, 1964 and December
8, 1964, furnished the following information:

On Thursday-, November % 1964, a meeting was held
at Siloam Presbyterian Church, Jefferson Avenue and Marcy
Avenue, Brooklyn,. New York, sponsored by Reverend Milton
A. Galamison, pastor, bringing together various civil rights
groups in order to obtain a commitment of support from each
group with emphasis on integration in schools. About 150
people attended this meeting; Among the groups participating
in the discussion at this meeting were the following:

Equal
The Parents Workshop
Brooklyn College Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
Du Bois Club Of Brooklyn
Harlem Parents Committee
New York CORE
Drug and Wholesalers Union
City-Wide Committee for Integrated Schools

« 2 *



Proposed Boycott of New York City
Schools by City-Wide Committee for
Integrated Schools, February/ 1965

A characterization for the Du Bois Clubs
of America is attached hereto i Confidential
sources utilized in this characterization
have furnished reliable information in the
past

.

Reverend Galamison gave a short talk and stated
something must now be dors t o promote school integration;
Galamison set forth a three point proposal to the groups
attending for approval of each group as follows:

1 . Freezing Of the construction program for
schools.

2. Issuance of a city-wide timetable for school
integration.

3. Advancement of approximately 165 Negro school
teachers to supervisory positions in the school
system*

Galamison asked that each group back these
demands when they are submitted to the Board of Education,
Brooklyn, New York. He Stated that action on the demands
might be obtained by education of the public and issuance
of propaganda, or by direct •* action as follows:

Shutting down, of the 23 "600;schools t‘in New York
City, which are the schools for problem children.

Shuttingdown of the 3l "Segregated" high schools,
which could be done one by one-, according to Galamison.

Permitting independent action Of the civil rights
groups to achieve these aims*
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Proposed. Boycott bf New Ybfk 'City
Schools by 'C±ty-4&&e^
Integrated Schools, February , 1965

February 3, 1965 was the date set for the
boycott to implement the abbve' program.

On Thursday;, v
;i)ecember^

.

3 , 496% at 9 p.m.., a
meeting was held 'at 'SiieM/PreSb^eri'a’h ‘'Church*. Brooklyn,,
New York, chaired by Galamiadh, with abodt '55 individuals
present'.- This •meetlftg was termed "Operation shut-down."

A representative of
,

;COHE> Brooklyn Chapter,
announced that ;a meeting -Of bits fgrSijD had -been held and
one hundred dollars Was pledged by them to ’’operation
shut-down-. " This ’CORiS representative further stated that
his group had proposed the following 'action:

1. An intensive fnnd-raising drive.
2. Distribution of printed fliers to educate

parents, teachers, and children of "operation shut-down" and
solicit their participation.

3. Follow-up of such distribution by door-to-door
bell-ringing to organize parents and students for participation
and support.

4. Plans for picketing sites of school projects
where "segregated" schools are to be constructed, and blocking
them with "bodies .

"

Galamison asked -all supporting organizations
and groups to pledge one hundred dollars /following the
example of -Brooklyn- UORE.. It -Was .Stated by a member
present at this meeting that .Harlem-, New York :

;
City area

was solidly behind "operation .shut-down" and that the
plans Were being discussed concerning using absentee
students for disrupt tactics, such as sending them
into prominent department stores.-

- 4 -



Proposed Boycott of New York City
Schools by City-Wide Committee; for
Integrated Schools* .February* 1965

Ah unidentified: Neg-rd .girl,, representing Frederick
Douglass Chapter of the National As§ociatioh; fSf' the Advancement
of Colored People {NaAGP.}., announced that she Waspersonally
in full support of '‘operation shut-down" but: her leaders had
ordered her to withdraw, their. names as NAACP would not
support "operation shut-down."

Detective _

New York City Police Department,. -

information December 8.,. 1-964.:

Bureau of Special ‘Services,
urnished the following

Galamison was the.-, gupst speaker' at; a meeting of the
Queens Association for Quality integrated. Education, held
Sunday, December 6* 1964> at the First Presbyterian Church,
89-60 164th Street* Jamaica, NOW York; The gist of MLIton
Galamison* s speech was that he is- setting a timetable for
desegregation of New York City Public Schools * He referred
to demands he is making, on the Board- Of Education to
attain racial balance in. the schools- which demands must be
met by February 3V „&965

.
WModfe Will be had tb a third

school boycott* which, this time* would be in the nature of
a school "shut-dOwn i " i® direct targets
of his 'bhut-down" the 23 New York City "600

1

schools1

) which
are schools set apart for "problem children" and also
certain city junior high schools, alledgadjy segregated.

A question arose -at the meeting as to wh*>t was
to be done with the children from these city schools, thus
set free On the streets.. Galamison stated that some 50,000
students would be involved and they could be used for
boycotts and demonstrations against the people responsible
for the situation.

b6
b7C

- 5 -
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APPENDIX

W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA .

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963,
a conference of members of the Communist Party (CP), including
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the
purpose of setting in motion forces for the establishment of
a new national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would
hunt for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The
delegates to this meeting were cautioned against the germ
of anti-Soviet and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were
also told that it would be reasonable to assume that the
young socialists attracted into this new organization would
eventually pass into the CP itself.

A second conference of over 20 persons met in
Chicago on December 28-29, 1963 3 for the purpose of initiating
a ’call" to the new youth organization and planning for a
founding convention to be held in June, 1964.

A second source has advised that the founding
convention for the new youth organization was held from
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco,
California, at which time the name W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of
America was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from
throughout the United States attended this convention. The
aims of this organization, as set forth in the preamble to the
constitution, are: "It is our belief that this nation can best
solve its problems in an atmosphere of peaceful coexistence,
complete disarmament and true freedom for all peoples of the
world, and that these solutions will be reached mainly through
the united efforts of all democratic elements in our country,
composed essentially of the working people allied in the unity
of Negroes and other minorities with whites. We further fully
recognize that the greatest threat to American democracy comes
from the racist and right wing forces in coalition with the
most reactionary sections of the economic power structure,
using the tool of ' anti-communism to divide and destroy the
unified struggle of the working people. As young people in
the forces struggling for democracy, we shall actively strive
to defeat these reactionary and neo-fascist elements and to
achieve complete freedom and democracy for all Americans,
thus enabling each individual to freely choose and build
the society he would wish to live in. Through these struggles
we feel. the American people will realize the viability of
the socialist alternatives."

6 .
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2 4 APPENDIX

W.E, tj3. DU BOIS CLUBS OP AMERICA

The constitution further* states that this net#

I?
1**?'uization shall he a membership organization open to

individuals, or if five or more people so desire a chaptercan b.e formed, which shall in turn be guided by the policiesand principles of the parent organization.

The second source has also advised that at the
ounaing convention it was voted that the organization should

be temporarily headquartered in San Francisco, California,
specific physical location was decided upon.

sour^ advised on June 29, 1964, that the temporary
headquarters of this organization is 1007 McAllister Street,San Francisco, which is the headquarters of the W.E.B. DuBois
Club of San Francisco.

Both sources have advised that at the founding
convention two officers were elected

:

PHILIP CHAPIN DAVIS - President
CARL ELLENGER BLOIGE - Publications Chairman

A third source has advised that on October 26,.

t"^7o^q
PHILIP DAVIS attended a CP recruiting class held at

1579 Scenic Avenue, Berkeley, California.

A fourth source has advised that CARL BLOICE,
?o§4

rt
fT* .

People *s World" newspaper, was, oh April 3,
«

D newly organized San Francisco County
committee of the CP.

The "people* s World" is a west coast communist
newspaper published weekly in San Francisco, California.

7
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AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (ii,/-h~j4)

FROM* oAC, NEW YORK (litf~10jo)

SUBJECT; CHANGED

PROPOSED BOYCOTT OF NYC SCHOOLSm CITY-WISE COSHTTEE
FOR INTEGRATED SCHOOLS
FEBRUARY, V/i>U
RACIAL HATTERS
(00;NY)

Title is marked ciianged’ to oorreapoid with
the date of the proposed boycott or NYC scuoolu in
February, 190*?,

Jie NY teletype to Bureau, 12/6/64.

Hnclosed for the Bureau are j copies of LHM
in above ease. LHM ia ,, r^ ii|T|i il iieJ l j

protect the Identity of
I I Unauthorized disclosure

of information furnished by this informant might impair
his effectiveness and such Impairment would have an adverse
effect upon the national defense interests

.

This natter is being followed by the NYO and
additional details will be furnished to the Bureau as
received.

Detective

f

herein to SAl
TJurnished infoitaation

A - Bureau (157-6-34) (SMCLS 6 ){rh)
{1 -

100-442529} fCIRM)
j - Hew

TIOH NY) (42)

VJAtnrk
(U)
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